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Abstract  
 
Connection between theory and practice is no more a new issue but still a major concern 
in the development of teacher education programme. It is worth investing the undergraduate 
teacher education programme that can provide reference to local literature. This research 
examines the LS teacher education programme offered by a local tertiary institute by 
adopting mixed research method with data collected mainly through online questionnaires. To 
enrich quantitative data, interviews were conducted with course instructors. Findings from 
both questionnaires and interviews revealed that a gap exists in current teacher education 
programme and student teachers’ teaching practicum. Based on the comments and feedback 
from the participants, suggestions for improvement on design of courses and arrangement of 
teaching practicum can be made. It is hoped that the theory-practice integration in teacher 
education programme can be strengthened.  
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This research report consists of 6 chapters. Chapter one presents the background, purpose 
and focus of this study. A literature review of relevant research work is presented in Chapter 
two. Chapter three describes the research methods used. Results and discussion of findings 
are reported in Chapter four and five respectively. Last chapter summarizes and concludes the 
whole study. 
1. Introduction 
This chapter consists of three parts. First, it outlines the purposes of present study. Second, 
the research question will be specified. Finally, key terms used in this study will be defined.  
1.1 Purpose of study  
Liberal Studies has become one of the core subjects in the new senior secondary school 
curriculum since 2009. This broad-based subject, with topics ranging from personal 
development to global issues, has brought teachers great difficulties in mastering the subject. 
Thereby, it has prompted the launch of a spate of education programmes specializing in 
Liberal Studies in local tertiary institutions. One of the core features of these programmes is 
the integration of theories and practices. In addition to the learning in the university campus, 
teaching practice is certainly a valuable and crucial component of these teacher education 
programs, equipping pre-service teachers to operate in real school setting. However, student 
teachers may find it difficult to make connection with the theories or pedagogies they learnt 
in courses to their real practice in schools. Concerns have been raised about the design of 
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those relevant education programmes being too theoretical. Therefore, the proposed study 
aims to investigate the perspectives of course instructors and pre-service teachers in regards 
to the design of education programmes provided in institutions and how the discrepancy may 
exist.  
After conducting literature review, a big research gap is revealed. There are researchers 
(Ball, D.L.; Beck C. & Kosnik, C.; Bramald, R. Hardman, F. & Leat, D.; Cheng, M.M.JH, 
Cheng. A.Y.N. & Tang, S.Y.F; Korthagen, F.A.J; Orland-Barak, L. & Yinon, H. etc.) working 
on exploring theory and practice integration in teacher education programme. However, not 
many of them put the focus on local teacher education. In addition, no evidence was found to 
conclude the theory practice gap in teacher education programme in local context. The 
research gap exists as a result of inadequate relevant studies and no research studying current 
LS undergraduate teacher education programme.  
1.2 Research Questions 
Based on the research gap found, it is therefore research questions are drafted to fill the 
gap. The following guiding questions have been formulated to guide the study.  
a) How is the current Liberal Studies education programme designed to best prepare the 
student-teachers? 
b)  How do student-teachers perceive their readiness for teaching practicum? What could 
be the challenges/difficulties faced by them during teaching practicums? 
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c) How can the design of programme be improved to narrow the discrepancy between 
theory and practice?  
1.3 Definition of terms  
   The following key terms are defined for their centrality in this research. Since there are 
various interpretations of the terms, it is essential to clarify the key terms so as to ensure a 
shared understanding among the researcher and readers.  
Student Teachers 
Student teachers or pre-service teachers refer to those who are studying in a teacher 
training programme in institution with the intention to join the teaching profession. In the 
context of the present study, student teachers refer to the year-three and year-four student 
teachers pursuing a 4-year full-time Bachelor of Education (Liberal Studies) programme 
offered by the University of Hong Kong.  
Teaching Practicum 
Teaching practice refers to one of the core components of all initial teacher education 
programmes offered by the Faculty of Education, The University of Hong Kong. In the 
present research, it refers to the three weeks of practice in year two and four weeks practice 
engaged by year three and four students in secondary schools. First year teaching practicum 
will be carried out in partnership while in the consecutive years, student teachers will have 
their teaching practicum independently. Student teachers will be observed by different 
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supervisors in three supervisory school visits during the practicum.  
Teacher Education Programme 
In Hong Kong, there are two streams of teacher education programme. The current study 
targets the student teachers studying Bachelor of Education at the University of Hong Kong.  
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2. Literature Review 
This chapter summarizes the findings of various studies on teacher education and 
theory-practice integration in teacher education programme which provide a framework for 
the analysis of the findings to the present study.  
2.1 Background  
In time of rapid change in the society, the call for higher quality education empowers 
teacher educators with the responsibility for creating "pillars of society”. At an international 
level, more attention from scholars has been put on examining the education systems, policies 
and programmes. There is a wide spreading and increasing recognition of the importance and 
need to invest in teacher education among countries (Schleicher, 2012). Nevertheless, 
Darling-Hammond & Bransford (2005) revealed that the Hong Kong government had never 
been involved in the control and management of teacher education matters with a consistent 
manner. Minimal attention had been given to teacher education development (Yiu, 1983). Not 
until the late 1980s, teacher education reforms were implemented and carried out. 
Darling-Hammond & Bransford (2005) concluded that higher coherence and more integration 
were added to the programme designs which emphasized a consistent vision of good teaching. 
With the reforms in education, personal and professional challenges to teacher educators and 
teachers are heightened by the cumulative requirements (Bodycott, 2004 & ACTAQ, 2009).  
There is agreement among most of teacher educators in Hong Kong on the need for 
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professional accountability. Designing teacher education programmes are professionally 
challenging “when dealing with such an overt clash of philosophical ideals—standards-based 
accountability and liberal-humanist values, and the translation of these into programmes of 
instruction that meet the contextualised needs of schools and general education” (Bodycott, 
2004, p.22). Bodycott’s study (2004) also revealed that Hong Kong institutions of higher 
education are being challenged to rethink their whole approach to curriculum and instruction. 
Similar finding is also documented in much research such as in the studies of Yiu (1983); 
Zeichner (2002); Schleicher (2012), et al. Training teachers is a complex process determined 
by the interaction of personal factors such as the prospective teachers' knowledge and beliefs 
about teaching, learning, and subject matter; and situational factors such as expectations, 
demands, and feedback from key actors in the university and public school settings (Borko & 
Mayfield, 1995). There are inevitably and undoubtedly challenges ahead of the development 
of teacher education in Hong Kong. With the belief that teacher education should be treated 
seriously as an entity, professional development in teacher education would have greatly 
contributed to the improvement of the quality of education.   
2.2 Teacher Education Programme 
Cheng, Tang & Cheng (2012), have summarized the curriculum of most initial teacher 
education programmes. ITE programme consists of different components: “general education; 
subject-matter studies; foundation of education studies; methods studies; and field 
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experience.” (p.782). The characteristics of Hong Kong initial teacher education programme 
are also concluded in their study. Hong Kong adopted a concurrent model of teacher 
education including both campus-based and school based component which provides 
mentoring and peer support. The former takes a major portion of the programme housed in 
higher education while the school-based component organized in the latter half of the 
programme.”  
Borko & Mayfield (1995) shared similar views with Cheng, Tang & Cheng (2012) on the 
purposes of teacher education programme. Through teacher education programmes, it aims to 
equip prospective student teachers with knowledge, beliefs and skills that enable them to 
teach in ways that are fundamentally different than how they were taught before. Different 
teacher education programmes are developed under the similar aims and objectives. 
Generally, the focus of these programmes is placed on generic conceptions of knowledge and 
skill development. Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2005) suggested several elements that 
determine the quality of teacher education. These elements refer to learning content, learning 
process and learning context. The learning content of ITE programme refers to the “what” of 
teacher education include “both a deeper understanding of specific academic disciplines and 
particular psychological and pedagogical matters, especially pupils' learning and teachers' 
responsibility for it” (p. 294).  Michigan State University (2005 as cited in 
Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005), conducted research to explore the features of 
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different teacher education programmes. The results revealed that teaching practices were 
changed and thus affect student learning outcomes. Regardless of the variation and difference 
in teacher education programmes, all stressedthe importance of and identify the features of 
“coherence” in ITE programme. Hence, the integration of campus-based and the 
school-based components of a teacher education programme is the ultimate goal to strive for.  
2.3 Teaching practicum 
As declared by Schon (1983, 1987, 1991 as cited in Kwo, 2009), professional expertise 
must lay on the foundation of experience-based knowledge. A bulk of research documented in 
the field of teacher education programmes regarded and rated student teaching as the single 
most important and beneficial component of teacher education (Burstein, 1992; Bramald, 
Hardman & Leat, 1995; Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Chong, Low & Goh, 2011; Cheng, Tang & 
Cheng, 2012, el ta.). Other scholars (Beck & Kosnik, 2002; Burstein, 1992; Clark, 
2002; LaBoskey & Richert, 2002) also agreed with the importance of good student teaching 
placements in fostering productive student teaching experiences  
To practise the teaching skills needed for turning novice teacher to be a professional 
teacher is one of the purposes of field experiences as identified by Paese (1996 as cited in 
Hixon & So, 2009). Such highly valued experience is essential and influential in training and 
helping student teachers to develop pedagogical skills, contributing to the professional 
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learning of pre-service teachers (Peretz,1995) The quality of teaching practice is therefore 
emphasized and draws the attention of scholars (Darling-Hammond, 2010).   
Since the quality of teacher education becomes the major concern (Zeichner, 1996), 
researchers started to look for ways and suggestions to provide effective teacher training. 
Numerous factors have been documented in the literature. The student teaching context is 
conceptualized as consisting of three different facets—the action context (Eraut, 1994); the 
socio-professional context (McNally, Cope, Inglis, & Stronach, 1997); and the supervisory 
context (Slick, 1998). The action context (Eraut, 1994) refers to teaching practice in which 
student teachers are introduced with the complex nature of learning-to-teach. Research 
suggested that professional communities help student teachers learning to teach effectively. 
Darling-Hammond & Bransford (2005) proved that Professional Communities provide 
conductive settings for learning to teach coupled with Tang’s study (2003). “In the 
socio-professional context, student teachers’ interaction with various agents, including 
teachers, fellow student teachers or peers and other personnel in the wider school life 
contributes to their construction of teaching self.” (Tang, 2003, p.484) Conference between 
student teachers and their university supervisors and cooperating teachers and its impact on 
learning to teach were examined and validated by various researchers such as Borko & 
Mayfield, Burstein; Elliott & Calderhead, etc. It is generally agreed that student teachers are 
able to share their understanding about the nature of good teaching and work together to enact 
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them in such conference which enable them to get through the challenges. On the contrary, 
student teachers may fall into vicious circle of unsatisfactory performance, negative feedback 
from supervisors and negative feeling about being a teacher if such community is absent 
(Tang, 2003). In the absence of appropriate and adequate support from the community and 
fail to engage in professional dialogue tends to drive the student teacher to retreat and causes 
disempowerment of the teaching self, constituting unproductive student teaching experiences. 
In face of challenges in teaching practice, the significance of supervisors, cooperating 
teachers and other agents in the professional communities to quality teacher education are 
recognized.  
2.4. Theory-Practice Integration  
Teacher education programmes have long been criticized for being overly theoretical and 
having little connection to practice (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). Gap between 
campus-based components and school-based components exist. Therefore, integration of 
theoretical knowledge learnt in the university courses and programme to practices in different 
school context has been documented in a number of studies. As learning in teaching practice 
is classified as a form of experiential learning (Jamieson, 1994, as cited in Korthagen, 2001) 
where student teachers practicalize theoretical knowledge by making of personal 
interpretations of theoretical knowledge. Student teachers’ ability to integrate aspects of 
teacher knowledge in real classroom teaching is regarded as one of the qualities to distinguish 
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distinctive expert teacher (Tsui, 2009). Connecting theory with practice is necessary to 
develop skills needed for teaching. However, in reality, during this conflicting period of 
teaching practicum, student teachers are torn between the theory they have learnt within the 
teacher preparation programme and the reality of classroom practice that confronts them 
(Chong, Low & Goh, 2011). In face of the stressful teaching practicum, scholars have pointed 
out the functions of student teaching triad formed by tertiary supervisors, cooperating 
teachers at schools and student teachers. The complexity and impact of the relationships 
established within the student teaching triad are revealed in the study of Slick (1997). 
Building on Elliott & Calderhead’s (1995) study of the idiosyncratic nature of student 
teachers’ professional learning, Tang (2003), goes further to examine the dynamics between 
the core self and teaching self in the midst of the interaction of challenge and support from 
the student teaching triad. A systematic portrayal of student teacher's learning experiences is 
developed to illustrate the four possibilities of complex dynamics. Growing concerns about 
the gap between theory and practice are addressed in more studies on teacher education 
programme.  
2.5 Summary 
This section provides an overview of studies and research on the issue related to teacher 
education which provides the backdrop for the discussion to proceed in the following 
chapters.  
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Issues of content and coherence as well as concerns about scope and sequence are 
emphasized in teacher education programme (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). With 
the centrality of teaching practice in teacher education, field experience has been the most 
widely studied aspect of teacher education. Researchers stressed the need to better understand 
how theories are put into practice in order to bridge the gap in between theory and practice. 
These studies revealed a high level of consensus on the essence of improving the quality of 
teacher education and empowering the student teachers to be professional teachers.  
Teacher education programmes is widely studied and investigated, however, little is 
known about the quality of teacher education in Hong Kong, in particularly, undergraduate 
teacher education programme for Liberal Studies. With these issues in mind, the researcher 
attempts to examine local teacher education programmes and suggest ways to enhance the 
quality to better prepare student teachers.  
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3. Methodology 
This chapter presents how the present study is to be carried out. Firstly, it outlines the 
research design. Then, the research methods that employed in the present study will be 
justified. Finally, data collection process will be described.  
3.1 Research Design  
To investigate the perspectives of course instructors and pre-service teachers in regards to 
the connection of education programme and real practice, a qualitative research is adopted in 
this study. Echoed to Cohen, Manion & Morrison (2003, p.73), “research design is governed 
by the notion of fitness for purpose”, the choice of research methods is aligned with the 
purposes of the present studies. The primary source of data collection is from semi-structured 
in-depth interview. Supporting data is also collected from a survey designed for Liberal 
Studies student teachers studying in the University of Hong Kong. Both qualitative and 
quantitative data will be obtained. The use of three data collection approaches also allows the 
researcher to combine strengths and offset possible deficiencies of any single source of data 
as pointed out by Spratt, Walker & Robinson (2004). In this mixed method study, it enables 
the researcher to cross-check between student teachers’ perception of theory-practice 
integration of the teacher education programme and the views from course instructors as well 
as to supplement one kind of data with another. Interviews will be audiotaped, transcribed 
and qualitatively analysed with the evidence from reflective journals to triangulate early 
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findings from questionnaire. Remarks and reflections will be extracted for their significance 
to the research question. Since two parties are involved in the research, it is important to 
verify the claim with multiple sources.  
3.2 Data Collection  
3.2.1 Semi-structured interview 
Semi-structure interview is chosen for the following reasons. This type of interview 
allows participants to express their views, feelings freely in their own ways. The researcher is 
also being given the time and space to prepare the interview questions beforehand. It is 
suggested that semi-structure interviews can provide reliable, comparable qualitative data. It 
is to obtain more in-depth views on the concerning topic in order to supplement the data 
collected from survey  
Semi-structured interview is adopted to explore participants’ insights into theory and 
practice integration of Liberal Studies teacher education. The form of interview is appropriate 
where depth of meaning is important and the research is primarily focused in gaining 
understanding (Newton, 2010). Face to face interviews conducted in Cantonese and English 
were carried out. It enables researcher to seek an understanding of interviewees' perspective 
towards the design of education courses offered in this education programme. Interview 
topics were outlined as an interview guide for reference. They guided participants on the 
important issues of this research, but were flexible enough to follow new leads and areas of 
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discussion (Mack, Woodsong, MacQueen, Guest & Namey, 2011).  
The interviews were held from March to April in 2015. The venue was decided by 
participants for their convenience. Interview time was at the behest of the participants to fit in 
with their schedules. Before the interviews, interviewees were told the purpose of the 
interview, with brief explanations of the topics to be covered in the interview in the email 
attached with consent form. Interview questions are attached in Appendix 1. Limited by the 
time and manpower, only three course instructors were invited to participate in this study. 
They were chosen purposively according to their background. Concerning the selection of 
interviewees, the core concern is whether the participants are able to maximize the 
researcher’s understanding of the rationale behind teacher education programme and as well 
as the bridging between theory and practice in this programme. Their roles as course 
instructors for four years since the launch of this teacher education programme, their 
experience in designing the courses and training pre-service LS teachers are believed to 
provide reliable and valuable information related the research topic.  
3.2.2. Online questionnaire 
Online questionnaire is also used as measuring instruments in this study. Internet-based 
survey research allows research to gain access to target group without time and location 
limitations (Wright, 2006). Given the limited time and resources, the research will be 
confined to the Liberal Studies teacher education programme offered by the University of 
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Hong Kong. For the purpose of this study, only the third year and fourth year students of 
Four-year Bachelor degree course in Liberal Studies of the University of Hong Kong are 
selected as the subject. This course has not got new cohort because there is no more intake 
since 2013. The questionnaire will be put on social networking site so as to reach the target 
students. The enrolment is 59, 30 students responded to the questionnaires, which account for 
51% returning rate. Of these respondents, 21 are Year Four students and the remaining 9 
students are from Year Three.  
The questionnaire is written in English as to cater the needs of non-local students who 
cannot read Chinese. It is designed based on guidelines for mixed-mode question design on 
the following aspects, including question wording and instruction, response categories, 
formatting of answer spaces, visual design elements and question order and grouping with the 
aim to minimize the potential disadvantages of mix-mode data collection. The questionnaire 
(attached in appendix 2) is divided into three sessions. The first session asks for personal 
information on student teachers’ sex, year of study and the types of teaching practicum 
schools they have been assigned to. This session provided an overview of participants’ 
background. Participant will not be identified by name in any report of the completed study. 
The second session contains 18 questions which respondents are asked to reflect on their past 
teaching practicum experiences. A different set of responses (strongly agree, agree, disagree, 
and strongly disagree) is employed for this questionnaire, constituting a four-point Likert 
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type response scale. Participants are required to show to what extent they agreed/disagreed 
with each of the statements according to the scale. As the optimal number of scale categories 
is content specific as suggested by authors (Mack, Woodson, MacQueen, Guest, & Namey, 
2011), “Not Applicable” and “Neutral” are not included in the responses as to obtain definite 
choice and ascertain participants’ opinions. The last session is designed to ask for their 
comment on how to improve the teacher education programme as well as the teaching 
practicum. It is hope that through the three open-ended questions in this session, it could 
provide more in-depth information on their perceptions towards teacher education they 
received.    
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4. Results and Findings 
   This chapter presents the findings obtained from both the interviews and questionnaires 
after analysing the data collected. Summary of findings are grouped under subheadings for 
easy reference. 
4.1 Findings from the Interviews 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, interviews were conducted to increase our understanding of 
how education program is perceived and experienced by course instructors on LS teacher 
education programme. The following is a summary of the information obtained from 
interviews which is categorized in aspects, namely course design, difficulties encountered by 
student teachers in teaching practicum, quality of student teachers and the connectivity 
between theory and practice. This section also attempts to compare the perceptions of course 
instructors and student teachers.   
To protect interviewees’ rights to confidentiality and privacy, the names of respondents 
will be disclosed as Participant A, Participant B and Participant C for easy reference.  
4.1.1 Views of Participant A 
Participant A stressed the importance of flexibility in course design, in correspondence 
with the subject nature. “Teacher education programme was to train/teacher teachers but not 
secondary school students, therefore, it should not be content-based. The more we taught the 
student, the more limitations were being imposed on them.” He supported the idea of 
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inspiring students instead of feeding them. “This is what liberal studies about. It is all about 
the liberation of mind” quoted from Participant A. He suggested a more flexible course 
design which should be modified regularly.  
From his sharing, it brought a new insight to the significance of supervision not only to 
the student teachers but also to TP supervisors. Through observations in different schools 
with distinct background and educational belief, supervisors were given the opportunities to 
get updated about the teaching, demand of schools, etc. that could be taken into account when 
they were designing or adjusting the courses.  
With a flexible education programme, Participant A expected student teachers to be 
flexible in teaching, adjusting him/herself to meet the demand and expectations of different 
schools. He held a high expectation on student teachers that they were able to “read” and look 
beyond the content, and thus turning to be an independent learner.  
Regarding the support provided to student teachers, he commented that there was enough 
provision of assistance. However, he expected a more influential role being played by the 
cooperating teacher during teaching practicum. Various names are applied to cooperating 
teacher but the terms used in this study is mentors. Originally, mentors did not have 
well-defined role when student teacher practising their teaching skills. Helps from mentors 
were given on voluntary basis (Lau, 1996). With the increasing recognition of the role of 
mentors, importance of help provided by school teachers to student teachers were recognized 
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and mentors began to play more active and important role during teaching practicum. 
Participant A pointed out a shift to school-based teacher training which has been mentioned in 
various studies.  
Participant A regarded teaching practicum another individual learning experience of 
student teachers through which they learn practical skills and strategies in teaching which 
was different from what they learnt in the university. Therefore, he saw no gap between 
theory and practice in this sense.  
In the interview, Participant A highlighted the significance of flexibility in the design of 
courses and as an essential quality in student teachers. The responsibility to connect what 
they have learnt at the university and teaching practice is shouldered on student teachers 
themselves. With more assistance and guidance from mentors as supplement to the support 
from university, he believed that student teachers will be able overcome all the challenges 
during teaching practicum.  
4.1.2 Views of Participant B 
In the interview with Participant B, the focus was put on the design of pedagogy courses 
in the programme. He stressed the importance of knowledge as an element in the course 
content. Knowledge mentioned by Participant B refers to the content knowledge and 
pedagogical content knowledge. Knowledge acquiring was highly emphasized in the design 
of pedagogy courses. He expected student teachers to gain a better understanding of the 
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neighbourhood and community where they live and study. If student teachers found 
themselves lack of certain knowledge, he encouraged them to look for it. Participant B 
reiterated the essence of knowledge. On top of knowledge, he also emphasized the 
importance of educational belief and values in courses. After few years of running the 
pedagogy course, he “finally identified something which both addressed the belief as well as 
the capability” in his sharing of teaching in the past few years.  
Participant B admitted that the course and programme design was not very good in 
general in term of practicality. He commented that there were “no enough real school 
examples” incorporating into the courses. As a course instructor, he “believed that pedagogy 
must be related strongly to the TP”, so being practical was important.  
When Participant B was asked to comment on the student teachers of this programme, he 
showed his appreciation towards them. He was impressed by the teaching performance of 
student teachers during the observations. He thought that they possess the qualities that 
constitute good LS teachers.  
In sum, Participant B stressed that knowledge and educational belief are equally 
important in the design of courses; however, there is still room for improvement. More 
practicality should be added into the course by strengthening the connection with teaching 
practicum.  
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4.1.3 Views of Participant C 
Concerning the difficulties encountered by student teachers during teaching practicum, 
Participant C thought that identity confusion was the obviously and commonly found in 
student teachers. Student teachers failed to identify themselves in as pointed out by 
(Danielewicz, 2001). Student teachers’ sense of identity is continually challenged during 
teacher preparation. They were wavering between presenting themselves as a teacher and 
friend in front of students. In the staffroom, they tried to find their position in face of all the 
in-service experienced teachers. Formation of their professional identity as teacher affected 
their autonomy and confidence in classroom.  
To bridge the gap between courses offered in university and teaching practicum, 
Participant C admitted that it was impossible to teach all the content and skills that were 
needed in real teaching. The design of the courses was based on course instructors’ own 
philosophy of education. However, the programme tried to entail different courses on various 
aspects related to teaching based on the nature of the subject. He thought that both skills and 
theory were incorporated into the courses which equip student teachers with both theoretical 
and practical elements.  
On top of the basic qualities that a qualified teacher needs to possess, Participant C valued 
the sensibility of student teacher which is their awareness to change. As mentioned above 
Participant C stressed that it was impossible to learn all the things related to teaching in 
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courses offered by the institute. He expected student teachers have a sense of knowing their 
strengths and weaknesses in teaching which enable to cope with uncertainty and diversity. 
Being sensible is the first step to a successful teaching, it is expected that student teachers 
would take actions to improve their weakness as well as hone their strengths.  
In the interview, Participant C raised some concerns regarding teaching practicum and 
course design. He pointed out that seeking for professional identity is the most common 
challenge to student teachers which may affect their professional development. As 
constrained by the time and resources, it is challenging for instructors to design courses that 
help student teachers to explore teaching and learning issues, preparing them for teaching 
practicum. It is therefore, he hoped that student teachers can develop higher sensitivity and 
awareness in university learning, empowering them to be professional student teachers in 
teaching practicum. 
4.1.4 Summary of Interviews 
The interviews mainly centred on questions related to course design, teaching practicum 
and the qualities of student teachers. The following summarize the views of the three 
interviews based on the four categories.  
Course design 
All interviews agreed that various courses offered in programme consist of knowledge, 
skills and values that were necessary to LS teaching. Participant A and Participant C shared 
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similar view that courses in university were not to teach all the contents that would be 
included in LS and in teaching. There was a need to modify and adjust the course content 
year by year to meet the ever-changing demand in teaching.  
Teaching practicum 
Only Participant B pointed out and admitted the gap existing between the courses and 
teaching practicum. However, no concrete measures were suggested to bridge the course and 
classroom teaching. Concerning the challenges faced by student teachers, Participant C had 
explicitly pointed out identity confusion posed difficulties on student teachers identity 
formation in real school setting.  
Qualities of student teachers 
All of them were satisfied with student teachers in term of their teaching performance and 
qualities possessed as pre-service teachers. They expected to see flexibility and sensibility in 
student teachers, enabling them to survive in different school settings and improve to be more 
professional.  
Each interview has a slightly difference in the focus, therefore, each of their sharing 
contributing a more comprehensive picture of understanding the perceptions of course 
instructors on this study. 
4.2 Findings from Questionnaire 
Students who are taking the Bachelor of Education (Liberal Studies) programme at the 
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University of Hong Kong were invited to complete an online questionnaire.  
30 students responded to the questionnaires, which account for 50% response rate. Of these 
respondents, it consists of twenty-one Year Four students and nine students are from Year 
Three.  
   Of the twenty-one Year Four students, six are male (28.3%) while fifteen are female 
(71.7%). Of the Year Three respondents, four are male (44.4 %) while five are female 
(55.6%). 
Table 1 Gender Distribution of Respondents by Year 
Year/Sex M F Total  
Year 3 4 (44.4%) 5 (55.6%) 9 (100%) 
Year 4 6 (28.3%) 15 (71.7%) 21 (100%) 
Total  10 (33.3%) 20 (66.7%) 30 (100%) 
Table 2 Types of Teaching Practicum School 
TP schools Boys  Girls  Co-ed 
1
st
 TP School  2 10 18 
2
nd
 TP School  1 5 24 
3
rd
 TP School  0 0 21 
All the students have at least experienced two teaching practicums since Year Two. 
Majority of respondents have their teaching practicum at co-educational schools of 60%, 
78.5% and 100% in three teaching practicums respectively.   
In Session Two of the questionnaire, students are asked to indicate their response in three 
domains, consisting overall evaluation of teaching practicum experience, their TP schools and 
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the teacher education programme. The results are presented in Table x. showing the 
percentage of each of the responses.   
As revealed from the data in Table 3, over 50% of respondents strongly agreed and agreed 
with the statements. That means there was no significant difference in views about teaching 
practice experience.  
Table 3 Responses on Overall Evaluation of Teaching Practice Experience 
1. 1. I had a good teaching practicum experience. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
8 (26.7 %) 19 (63.3%) 2 (6.7%)  1 (3.3%) 
 
2. 2. The relationship with students was good. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
14 (46.7%) 15 (50%) 1 (3.3%) 0 (0%) 
 
3. 3. I was able to cope with the workload as a student teacher. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
6 (20%) 16 (53.5%) 7 (23.3%) 1 (3.3%) 
 
4. 4. The number of supervision was appropriate. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
6 (20%) 19 (63.3%) 6 (20%) 0 (0%) 
 
5. Supervisor(s) provided me with helpful feedback and comments. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
5 (16.7%) 22 (73.3%) 3 (10%) 0 (0%) 
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6. Teaching practicum helped me in preparing to be a qualified and competent 
future Liberal Studies teacher. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
13 (43.3%) 13 (43.3%) 4 (13.4%) 0 (0%) 
Respondents had a good teaching experience (Question 1) as they were able to cope with 
their work assigned (Question 3) while developed good relationship with their students 
(Question 2). Regarding the supervision, their supervisors had given them constructive 
feedback and comments on teaching (Question 5). Respondents were also contented with the 
number of supervision (Question 4). Overall, they agreed that teaching experience equipped 
with the skills and attitudes to be qualified and competent Liberal Studies teachers (Question 
6).  
Table 4 Responses on Statements about TP School 
7. The expectations of TP School on student teacher were made clear to me. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
2 (6.7%) 22 (73.3%) 6 (20%) 0 (0%) 
 
8. The TP School provided sufficient opportunities for me to act out my 
teaching. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
8 (26.7%) 19 (63.3%) 3 (10%) 0 (0%) 
 
9. The form/class assigned was appropriate in general. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
6 (20%) 22 (73.3%) 2 (6.7%) 0 (0%) 
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10. The relationship with mentor(s) is good. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
10 (33.3%) 18 (60%) 2 (6.7%) 0 (0%) 
 
11. The mentor(s) was/were supportive and helpful when I needed help. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
9 (30%) 17 (56.7) 4 (13.3%) 0 (0%) 
 
From Table 4, over 60% respondents viewed positively towards their TP schools in 
different aspects. Student teachers were cleared about TP school’s expectations on them 
(Question7). They were capable to teach the class and forms assigned with the autonomy 
granted by school in teaching (Question 8 & 9). Respondents also developed good 
relationship with mentor(s) who gave support and guidance to them (Question 10 & 11).  
Table 5 Responses on Statements about Teacher Education Programme 
12. The course(s) equipped me with sufficient and up-to-date knowledge, skills 
and proper attitudes of a qualified student teacher. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
2 (6.7%) 14 (46.7%) 12 (40%) 1 (6.7%) 
 
13. I was able to apply what I had learnt in the course(s). 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
1 (3.3%) 18 (60%) 10 (33.3%) 14. (3.3%) 
 
14. The teachers were supportive when I needed help in teaching practicum. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
4 (13.3%) 21 (70%) 5 (16.7%) 0 (0%) 
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15. The teachers provided me with timely and helpful suggestions during 
teaching practicum. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
3 (10%) 18 (60%) 9 (30%) 0 (0%) 
 
16. The course(s) prepares me well to cope with the unexpected challenges 
during TP. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
2 (6.7%) 10 (13.3%) 16 (53.3%) 1 (6.7%) 
 
17. The course(s) enable me to develop as a problem solver in school. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
2 (6.7%) 17 (56.7%) 10 (33.3%) 1 (3.3%) 
 
18. The course helped me to be a qualified student teacher. 
Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
1 (3.3%) 16 (53.3%) 12 (40%) 1 (3.3%) 
Concerning teacher education programme, respondents showed more diverse views where 
no strong preference is shown. 
 Respondents received timely and helpful suggestions from supportive teachers during 
teaching practicum (Question 14 & 15). They agreed that the course(s) equipped the m to be a 
problem solver in TP school (Question 17).   
Over 60% of respondents agreed that they were able to apply what I had learnt in the 
course(s) (Question 13). However, it is interesting to note the majority of respondents (60%) 
showed a combined response of disagreement (strongly disagree and disagree) to the 
statement that teacher education programme prepare them well to cope with the unexpected 
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challenges during TP. 
More balanced views were shown in Question 12 and 18. Respondents hold distinct views 
on whether the course(s) equipped them with sufficient and up-to-date knowledge, skills and 
proper attitudes to be qualified LS student teachers. 
4.2.1 Summary of Written Comments   
In the last part of the questionnaire, student teachers were asked about four open-ended 
questions. Respondents wrote down comments of varying lengths in response to the questions. 
The following summarizes their responses for easy reference.  
Table 6 Summary of Written Comments on Their Needs from the Faculty 
Respondents’ needs were categorized as follow:  
Preparation 
of teaching  
- - More Teaching Strategies, teaching materials and lesson plan data base 
- - More Knowledge support 
- - More content knowledge for each modules 
- - More Support in preparing the content knowledge necessary for TP 
- - More discussion relating to DSE LS syllabus  
Teaching 
- - More practical skills on teaching 
- - More practical skill-training programs to better equip us as teacher 
- - Provide training from current school teachers 
- - More professional guidance on teaching tactics 
- - More professional advice and supporting team 
- - Receiving TP comment from different teachers on teaching, receiving similar    
-  comment from same teacher cannot help a lot 
- - More connected pots between BEd courses and TP 
- - Arrange talks or seminars given by EDB to let students understand more  
-  about the marking skills and other updated issue related to LS curriculum 
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Financial 
support 
- - Provide transportation fee / travel allowance during teaching practicum  
Others - - Better arrangement and coordination with Partnership Office 
From the above comments, a general picture of respondents’ expectation of the help they 
hoped to receive in various aspects was observed. In preparation, respondents considered the 
supply of teaching pedagogies, teaching materials, lesson plan data base, in particularly, the 
content knowledge of each module in LS as the help that they most urgently needed.  
They were also concerned with the assistance that was related to their teaching in 
classroom. They expected more practical skills on teaching and professional guidance on 
teaching tactics could be provided by the courses. They suggested that current in-service 
school teachers, officers from EDB could provide training related to current LS curriculum as 
a supplement to the skill-training programme they received from the courses. They expected 
a higher correlation between courses and real practice. 
Regarding the teaching practicum, respondents considered that a better arrangement and 
coordination with TP Partnership Office is necessary. Financial support is mentioned as a 
non-teaching related support that respondents wished to receive from the Faculty.   
Table 7 Summary of Written Comments on Their Needs from Programme Convenor, TP 
Supervisor and Course Instructors 
TP 
supervisor 
- - More teaching strategies e.g. how to use our blackboard effectively 
- - More useful feedback on lessons 
- - More timely reply 
- -More encouragement: gives neutral/objective feedbacks and constructive   
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-  advice on teaching instead of degrading my ability and confidence. 
- - More evaluation: same TP supervisor, for witnessing the growth of the  
-  student teachers' pedagogical skills 
Course 
instructors 
- - Ask student-teachers about what they expect to learn from respective  
-  courses, and hence to adjust the content of some pre-arranged/ pre-set  
-  lectures in order to help student-teachers with their needs 
- - Relate the course contents more closely with actual TP applications 
eg. More focus on classroom management skills 
Programme 
Convenor: 
- - Needs to enlarge the pool of partnership schools for wider learning  
-  experiences 
- - More evaluation sessions 
Findings in Session 2 revealed that the respondents were satisfied with their teaching 
experience and the assistance they received the Faculty, TP supervisor, course instructors. 
However, from the comments made by the respondents, programme convenor, course 
instructors and TP supervisors could and did play influential part in their teaching practicum. 
Concerning respondents’ perception of the role of Programme convenor, course instructors 
and TP supervisors, they considered that the responsibilities of each party are quite different. 
Programme convenor was responsible for arrangement in relation to TP such as extending TP 
school list and increasing the number of evaluation sessions. They expected to receive 
encouragement and timely feedback from the same TP supervisor on improving their teaching. 
The main role of course instructors was to adjust course content to be more practical which fit 
student teachers’ need during teaching practicum.  
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Table 8 Summary of Written Comments on Improvements on Teacher Education Programme 
The improvement can be made in the following aspects:  
Content 
knowledge in 
LS 
- - Strengthen our content knowledge of different modules and skills in  
-  marking students' LS assignment 
- - Offer more content-related courses should be included to enrich our  
-  knowledge and capability to teach the six modules of DSE Liberal   
-  Studies in addition to the theoretical base 
- - Include more content knowledge of the subject (LS) should be taught  
-  or explained in the programme 
- - Provide more practical pedagogy courses 
Practical 
knowledge 
related to 
teaching 
- - More pragmatic skills and experience are needed. Student teachers  
-  lack chances to write lesson plans and mini-teaching which are really  
-  aiming for secondary students. 
- - More practical courses like how to make quality worksheet for  
-  secondary school students  
- - More pedagogical skills should be mentioned and more practice in  
-  teaching 
- - Develop own teaching materials before first teaching practicum 
- - Pedagogy enhancement, training on how to better deliver knowledge ,  
-  professional ethics , teaching materials making and sharing ,marking  
-  criteria enhancement , exchange in foreign countries , exchange with  
-  other universities students and teachers 
- - Explore the variety of pedagogy in Hong Kong context with case  
-  study of different famous teachers 
Understanding 
of subject 
nature 
- - Invite more professional staff who have rich experience in teaching the  
-  LS 
- - Invite speakers from the Curriculum Development Council to give us  
-  workshops would be much better in helping up to gain in depth  
-  understanding on the LS curriculum 
- - Be more practical such as adding some assessment training in the  
-  program 
- - Teach more basic concepts of the subject  
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- - Explore the relationships between the subject and the DSE 
- - Explore the historical, philosophical and psychological meanings of   
-  the subject 
Teaching 
Practicum 
- - Better communication between TP schools and Faculty 
- - Earlier expectations from TP school (e.g. school culture, general ways  
-  of teaching) can be informed so that student teachers can have better  
-  mental and practical preparation 
- - More lesson observations 
- - Revise TP timetable and schedule to compensate the disadvantages  
-  brought by public holidays 
Teaching 
experience 
- - Provide more micro teaching experiences 
- - More lesson observations to different kinds of schools 
Others  
- - Provide career workshop 
- - Allow students to have more flexibility to choose the courses from  
-  different faculties instead of a planned curriculum for liberal studies  
-  teacher so that student-teachers can have a widen base of knowledge  
-  and experience more intellectual exchange for teaching LS 
Connectivity 
between theory 
and practice  
- - Evaluate the current courses related to Liberal Studies major, hence to  
-  adjust the content in order to become more practical and parallel to the  
-  NSS curriculum 
- - Integrate theoretical practice into real teaching 
- - More practical course setting, such as having more chances to visit  
-  schools with diversity and teach practical pedagogy 
- - Reduce the "theoretical" parts of the education courses (i.e.  
-  EDUCXXXX) and provide more content related to practical teaching  
-  such as dealing with students with SEN and classroom management 
Based on the comment of respondents, suggestions for improvements on teacher 
education programme can be made in the following aspects.  
The overwhelming majority of respondents expected more practical knowledge and 
pragmatic skill provided in courses. These knowledge and skills include lesson planning, 
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making teaching materials, teaching strategies/pedagogies etc. related to teaching. They were 
more apt to have more practical teaching and parallel to the NSS curriculum courses. They 
expected more integration of theoretical practice into real teaching.    
A considerable number of comments are made on improving student teachers’ 
understanding of subject nature and content knowledge in LS. They suggested more 
exploration on the meaning, concepts and curriculum design of LS as well as the relationship 
of the subject to the assessment and public exam through the sharing from professional 
experienced LS teachers and staff from curriculum development council. They expressed 
their demand for more content knowledge of different modules and skills in teaching and 
assessing students from the education programme.  
As teaching practicum is one of the core components of teacher education programme 
respondents expected an improved teaching practicum. They wished to be informed as early 
as possible on the expectations from TP school so that they can be better prepared for it. They 
suggested revising TP timetable so as to avoid fragments brought by long holidays.  
In addition to teaching practicum, respondents expected more teaching experience 
through micro teaching and lesson observation of LS lessons that can be provided in the 
programme.  
Apart from the above, respondents also made suggestions on allowing students to have 
more flexibility to choose the courses from different faculties instead of a planned curriculum 
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for liberal studies teacher, considering the nature of LS. They also expected career workshop 
to help them in career planning.  
Table 9 Summary of Written Comments on Improvements on Teaching Practicum 
Before TP 
- - Shadowing before the actual TP 
- - More guidelines on what should be done and suggested during in school  
-  are important. 
- - Provide more different kind of school class visits 
TP 
arrangement 
(allocation) 
- - Choose practicum school according to students’ capability 
- - Earlier confirmation of the allocation of TP schools so student teachers  
-  will have more time to prepare for their lessons. 
- - More sufficient communication and cooperation to strengthen the  
-  liaison work between the partnership office and the secondary schools.  
Teaching 
materials  
- - Provide a data base for student teachers to exchange ideas, lesson  
-  materials 
- - Provide material support so that student teachers would not think that  
-  they are being treated as free labours for schools. 
Supervisor  
- - Let student-teachers to choose the supervisors they want, as  
-  student-teachers may find different supervisors with different  
-  background helpful to their unique cases 
- - More feedback from TP supervisor 
Supervision 
- - No supervision during the first week and last week of teaching  
-  practicum. 
- - More visit from different professors and chances to go to other school  
-  for class visit/ lesson observation on other student teacher's teaching 
Duration of TP 
- - Lengthen TP duration for gaining more teaching experience. 
- - The last TP should be arranged in the semester 1 for giving more time to  
-  the final year students in doing their dissertation and job searching. 
Sharing 
sessions  
- - Arrange post-TP sharing in LS class 
- - Set up a teaching practicum station in campus or on the internet which  
-  let student-teachers to share their experience, improve their learning and  
-  teaching capacity and boost others morale 
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Communication 
among different 
parties involved 
- - Provide more transparency, equality and connections between  
-  student-teachers and other parties 
- - Set up a control mechanism so that the power of the school, the  
-  supervisors and the mentors can be more balanced to the student-teacher 
Other support  
- - Pay student-teachers at least for the transportation fee 
- - No university lecture during TP 
As shown in the comment of respondents, they held high expectation of improving the 
teaching practicum in various stages.  
Before the TP, TP school allocation and reparation were mostly concerned by the 
respondents. They suggested an earlier confirmation of the school allocation is important for 
them to prepare for the TP as well as shadowing before real practice.  
During the TP, the supply of teaching materials is mostly concerned by the respondents. 
Therefore, they demanded for more support on making teaching materials and lesson 
planning. As revealed in the comment, respondents agreed and admitted the dominant role 
played by supervisors. Similar to comments abovementioned, they expected more feedback 
from supervisors. Respondents expected more sharing sessions can be provided during and 
after TP for experience exchange on teaching and more importantly, to get support from peers. 
Respondents also suggested no supervision in the first and last week of teaching but 
welcomed more supervision from different supervisors  
Respondents also expressed their concern on the relationship and power between mentors, 
supervisors and student teachers. They expected more transparency, equality and connections 
between these parties. A minority of respondents concerned about the lecturer arrangement 
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and financial support during TP. 
4.2.2 Summary of Findings from Questionnaire 
The overall response of the respondents on the degree of satisfaction of their teaching 
practice and TP schools assigned could be considered favourable with an average of 50% or 
more of satisfactory responses. However, respondents held a diverse view on the teacher 
education programme they are undertaking. The greatest variation is revealed in the responses 
on whether they were well-equipped to meet the challenges in teaching practicum. 
In spite of receiving positive responses on the whole, respondents expected more 
assistance and support from the Faulty, programme convenor, course instructors and TP 
supervisors respectively. Comments were also made on suggesting how to improve the LS 
teacher education programme as well as the teaching practicum.  
Of all the comment received, it is commonly seen that they are concerned about 
practicality in term of support they wished to receive and teaching and learning content they 
learnt in different courses in the university, and thus more integration of theory and practice is 
demanded for, which can enhance their professional growth.  
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5. Discussion of the Findings  
   This chapter presents a discussion on the results. Findings from the questionnaire and 
interviews will be discussed and analysed with the support of reflective journals in attempt to 
answer the research questions of this study.  
5.1 Design of Current Liberal Studies Education Programme 
The rationale behind the course design was discussed in the interviews with course 
instructors. With a variation in interpreting the subject nature and teacher education 
programme, various courses are provided in the programme so as to equip the student 
teachers with necessary teaching skills and knowledge to be professional and qualified 
teachers. Such rationale is supported by Darling-Hammond and Bransford’s (2003) study. 
Different approaches to teaching are associated with different models of and goals for 
learning (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). All interviewees believed that the courses 
have entailed knowledge, skills and values that highly emphasized in LS curriculum. General 
education, subject-matter studies, foundation of education studies, pedagogies and field 
experience (Cheng, Tang & Cheng, 2012) are included in the design of teacher education 
programme. Interviewees also believed that adequate practical knowledge and skills are 
incorporated into the courses. Examples cited by interviewees included lesson-plan writing, 
mini-teaching experience, classroom management skills, etc. With the limited lesson time, 
Participant C stressed that it was impossible to cover all the skills and contents that were 
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needed in real teaching. Course instructors therefore expected student teachers to be 
independent and self-directed learners themselves. With the advanced technology and the 
assistance of searching engines, student teachers could easily access to a bulk of teaching 
strategies and skills. To equip students to be an independent learner is one of the objectives, 
stating in the LS curriculum guide (CDC & HKEAA, 2007) so must the teachers.  
Contrastingly, student teachers held a different expectation on the courses as mentioned in 
Chapter 4 Section 4.2.1 Summary of Written Comment. They demanded for more practical 
knowledge in the course content. They saw a weak connection between courses and teaching 
practicum. Teaching practicum is a period of time that student teachers practicalize what they 
have learnt from the courses. It also explains why student teachers expected more 
supervisions and more guidance from supervisors. During teaching practicum, student 
teachers need support and assistance from supervisors in order to put theories they have learnt 
from university courses into practice within real school context. Slick’s studies (1997 & 1998) 
also pointed out the need for supervisors to interpret and uphold student teachers’ 
expectations in order to help them in teaching practicum.  
5.2 Effectiveness of Teacher Education Programme 
Teacher education in the present study is also criticized by respondents for being overly 
theoretical. Different frameworks are adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of teacher 
education programme in this study. Darling-Hammond & Bransford’s study (2003) on the 
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effectiveness of curriculum is chosen.  
Effective teacher education programs should especially include “clarifying goals, 
articulating what the desired performance consists of and what it looks like, modelling and 
demonstration, scaffolding, making thinking visible, and practice with coaching” 
(Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005 p. 400). Furthermore, there should be opportunities to 
apply what is being learned and refine it: To ensure transfer, we worked with authentic 
learning situations (Bransford, Sherwood, Hasselbring, Kinzer, & Williams, 1990 as cited in 
Tang, 2003). 
A quality curriculum consists of the following component: a philosophy, clear purposes 
and goals, a theoretically sound process, a rationale sequence and Continuous assessment and 
improvement of quality (NAAL, n.d.) determining its effectiveness. The courses offered in 
the programme are founded on a philosophy of education and LS as told by Participant C. 
Intended goals are stated in the course outlines for each course, while the intended learning 
outcomes of teaching practicum are clearly written in the student handbook for teaching 
practicum. Specified aims and objective enable student teachers to achieve desirable 
performance. However, teaching experience is insufficient in the view of student teachers. 
They demanded for more opportunities to practice and hone their teaching skills. The 
arrangement of teaching practicum is also inappropriate in term of the duration and schedule. 
Different methods are adopted to assess student teacher, however, regarding the teaching 
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practicum, supervision is found to be inadequate. Supervisors are responsible for assessing 
student teachers’ performance. More supervision is suggested by the respondents in order to 
get more feedback and support for improvement. 
Cognitive psychologists as cited in Borko & Mayfield (1995) emphasized the significance 
of the beliefs about knowledge, learning and teaching which included as the content of 
pedagogy courses as shared by Participant B. There are ample opportunities for student 
teachers to learn and examine these knowledge and beliefs. In this sense, the programme is 
effective in equipping student teachers with knowledge and belief in teaching and learning. 
Student teachers’ competence is an indicator measuring the effectiveness of programme. 
As defined by Reagan (2001), professional knowledge and skill and the mastery of the 
subject matter to be taught, are the core parts of teacher competence. Respondents asked for a 
strong liberal studies component in the education of teachers which indicating a lack of 
competence in student teachers  
Darling-Hammond (2010, as cited in Cheng, Tang & Cheng. 2012) points out that the 
most powerful programmes “require student teachers to spend extensive time in the field 
throughout the entire programme, while examining and applying the concepts and strategies 
they are simultaneously learning about in their course work”. (p.783) Adopting such 
definition, the current programme is not effective enough. It is found that respondents 
expected longer and less fragmented teaching practicum for them to practicalize teaching 
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strategies and pedagogies. They saw loose linkage between course content and practice. The 
programme is not effective in this regard. 
Hobson (2003) classifies student teachers into procedualist apprentice, education-oriented 
apprentices and understanding-oriented apprentices in relation. Based on the comments made 
by respondents, student teachers fall into the category of education-oriented apprentice who 
are “predominantly concerned with being given a repertoire of strategies that they can use in 
the classroom, plus the opportunity to practice these and gain feedback, yet for various reason 
they feel that they should also acquire a certain amount of ‘background knowledge’ about 
teaching and education. Contrastingly, course instructors expected understanding-oriented 
learners who “show eagerness to develop an understanding of the rationale underlying the 
strategies, and a broader knowledge and understanding of education system and practice. 
They actively engage with and deliberate upon different aspects of theory, and use it as a 
means of reflecting on and improving practice.” (p.254) Discrepancy exists in expectation 
and needs of student teachers, indicating the ineffectiveness of the programme.  
By adopting frameworks proposed by various scholars, they revealed the current 
programme design which requires modifications and improvements to make it more effective 
programme accepted by course instructors and student teachers. Different approaches should 
be considered to maximizing student teacher professional learning (Cheng, Tang & Cheng, 
2012). 
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5.3 Student Teachers’ Readiness for Teaching Practicum 
With an overall positive response revealed from the questionnaire, student teachers 
perceived themselves ready for teaching practicum. The questionnaire is set to conclude their 
past teaching experience. As reflected in the response, student teachers believed that they had 
developed good relationship with their students, which is one of the indications of successful 
teaching experience. The researcher’ reflective journal also echoed with other student 
teachers.  
 
“As our relationship starts to build up, students become more active in the class 
and more willing to answer questions. With rapport established, teacher-student 
interaction is taken place more frequently. The learning atmosphere is nice. I will 
definitely put more effort on preparing for the lessons.” 
 
A good relationship with students implies that student teachers were able to communicate 
with them, consequently, developed a rapport. With a closer relationship with students, it 
allows student teachers to have better understanding of their learning needs. Riseborough, 
(1985, as cited in Tang, 2003) pointed out the role of students as an important reference group 
to student teachers in their teaching practice. They serve as a “critical reality definer” and 
influential in affecting student teachers’ teaching self (Riseborough, 1985 as cited in Tang, 
2003, p.484). Beck & Kosnik (2002) is aligned with Riseborough that students can either 
validate student teachers’ ability and competence or make them feel unqualified. Students 
were more willing to share their difficulties in learning with the student teachers. As recorded 
in reflective journal 
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“At recess time, I went up to their classroom and chatted with them. They 
expressed their frustration at learning Liberal Studies and their expectation on LS 
lessons. By then, I know more about their needs.” 
Based on the dialogues the researcher had with her students, she then adjusted the 
teaching strategies and materials by taking account of students’ needs and characteristics. 
Interviewees also recognized the ability of student teachers. Student teachers were praised 
and appreciated by all the interviewees in terms of their teaching performance and attitude as 
a teacher. It can conclude that student teachers are ready for teaching practice.  
5.4 Challenges/Difficulties in Teaching Practicums 
Participant C’s sharing pointed out the challenges that student teachers faced in their 
identity formation. Although it is not directly related to their teaching, it affects their 
relationship with mentors and their students, and thus bringing impact on confidence to teach. 
Similar concern is also addressed in study of Cook-Sather (2001). The integration of 
identities and translation themselves as teachers is viewed as a challenging task for student 
teachers (Furlong, Barton, Miles, Whiting & Whitty, 2000; Chong, Low & Goh, 2011).  
In the searching for their position and defining their roles in school as well as in 
classroom, student teachers may get lost in pursuit of professional teaching. Student teachers 
may feel confused with the comments from their mentors of whether it is a suggestion or a 
command, whether he or she has to take a subordinate role or fully autonomous over teaching 
in classroom. Presenting a friendly image in front of students may blur their professional 
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image as a teacher and invalidate their ability in managing the class. This is also a possible 
problems commonly found in student teachers as mentioned by Participant C.  
Other interviews did not notice of any problems and challenges in student teachers. 
Perhaps it is difficult for supervisors to spot any big problems or observe any difficulties in 
limited number of observations. Being observed by different supervisors poses difficulties in 
witnessing the growth of student teachers’ teaching skills. Different supervisors look for 
different aspects of student teachers’ teaching, therefore, a comprehensive understanding of 
student teachers’ weaknesses is lacked. It doesn’t allow supervisors to observe the changes in 
student teacher experience (Orland-Barak & Yinon, 2006).  
From the questionnaire, their demand for more practical support in teaching materials and 
teaching planning in some extent reflect their difficulties in planning and preparing for 
lessons. Considering the nature of LS, it consists of board content, covering six modules 
(CDC & HKEAA, 2007). It has been mentioned in various studies concerning the challenges 
faced by student teachers.  
It also revealed that a channel for student teachers to voice out their difficulties and 
challenges is absent. It also explained why student teachers suggested for sharing sessions 
during and after TP. These sharing sessions serve as a platform for them to exchange ideas on 
teaching and gain the support from each other, hence boosting the morale. As documented in 
the study of Hawkey (1995), peers constitute another important group of agents in the 
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socio-professional context. Being in an equal position and shared status, peers could exert 
positive influence on student teachers in various aspects. “Peers bring about a supportive 
learning environment and reduce student teachers’ feelings of isolation (Hawkey, 
1995). Buchanan and Jackson (1998, p.120) also argued that peers act as “a valuable external 
reference point for student teachers’ own self-evaluation.”  
5.5 Narrow the Theory-Practice Gap 
   The result generated from findings can be interpreted to suggest the components of 
teacher education programme on the enhancing the connection between theory and practice. 
Course instructors’ expectation is contrast with student teachers’ perceptions. Comparing the 
findings from questionnaire and interviews, discrepancy exists in the perceptions towards the 
design of undergraduate education programme in above-mentioned. Feiman-Nemser (2001 as 
cited in Orland-Barak & Yinon, 2006, p.953) attributes the weak linkage between theory and 
practice to the “weak relationship between course and field experiences, evidenced in the 
overall lack of coherence, fragmentation, weak pedagogy and lack of articulation in extant 
teacher preparation programmes.” Other scholars have articulated important contributions to 
the integration. Cheng, Tang & Cheng (2012) listed factors that are crucial to support student 
teachers’ making sense of theoretical knowledge in their teaching practice, namely 
pedagogical practices and field supervision. With the support of studies, improvements have 
to be carried out in order to narrow the discrepancy between theory and practice. 
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5.5.1 Course Design 
   Coherence in teacher education programme is stressed which can be achieved through the 
content, learning process and learning context (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005, 
P.394-395) 
“The learning content - what is taught and how it is connected, including the extent 
to which candidates are helped to acquire a cognitive map of teaching that allows 
them to see relationships among the domains of teaching knowledge and connect 
useful theory to practices that support student learning. 
The learning process - the extent to which the curriculum builds on and enables 
candidates’ readiness and is grounded in the materials and tools of practice in ways 
that allow teachers’ understandings to be enacted in the classroom.  
The learning context - the extent to which teacher learning is situated in contexts 
that allow the development of expert practice, such contexts include both subject 
matter domains and a community of practitioners who share practices, dispositions 
and a growing base of knowledge.”  
   Bodycott (2004) suggested that being contextually authentic should be the core of 
programme design, ensuring that the programme and teaching experiences relate directly and 
authentically to the context of schools and the classroom. Other components are designed to 
realize the goal of integration of theory and practice. 
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   Regarding the practicality of coursed offered in the programme; Participant B was in line 
with student teachers’ views that they both agreed the courses must be closely related to real 
teaching practice. Possible measures are suggested, for instance video-taping, case study to 
analyze the teaching and learning, hence bridging the gap in between. 
   Topping the integration of theory and practice as one of the most important missions for 
teacher education programmes implies training teachers on the basis of their concerns and 
wish and work with them seriously (Korthagen, 2001).  
5.5.2 Supervision 
   It is surprising to note that student teachers did not expect too much assistance from 
mentors who were heavily burdened with both teaching and administrative duties. Helps and 
support from mentors were in addition to their heavy workload. However, they sought for 
more guidance from tertiary supervisors. The inadequacies of current arrangement indicate 
the needs for adjustments on quality as high quality supervision is important. Moreover, lack 
of consistent record of student teachers’ learning journey can be avoided with more 
supervision.  
   It has to be admitted that there were individual differences in different TP schools and 
mentors. They have different capacities in catering student teachers, hence a mismatch may 
result. Student teachers therefore expected more help from TP supervisors. As revealed from 
this study, supervisors could offer more guidance and feedback to student teachers to improve 
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their teaching and boost their confidence in teaching, hence lead to a professional growth. 
Lau (1996) agreed that occasional visits by supervisors to school may not be enough. The 
number of supervisions should be increased in order to help student teachers going through 
all the difficulties on a continuous basis. 
   The importance of supervisor is affirmed by numerous researchers (Orland-Barak, L & 
Yinon, H.; Slick, S.K.; Tang, S.Y.F. et al.). Researchers agreed with respondents that 
supervisors have to take dual role in assisting and assessing them. According to the 
supervisor profiles drew by Tabachnick (1981 as cited in Slick, 1997), supervisors are 
responsible for personal growth and critique student teachers’ performance by providing 
effective feedback to strengthen professional practice. 
Summarized from respondents’ comments, they expected more feedback on teaching 
performance as well as their personal growth. Zeichner (2002) & Orland-Barak & Yinon 
(2006) concur with the emphasis on s providing rich feedback on specific practices and 
routines for student teachers to honing their teaching. Encouragement from supervisors also 
motivated student teachers to persist in their “trying out and adaptation of approaches, and 
integrating feedback and their own reflection into adaptations”. It takes time for student 
teachers to get accustomed to TP school’s environment, working habits and students’ 
learning styles. Guidance from supervisors is support to those who are troubled in their 
teaching practicum. University policy-makers may consider positive ways to support and help 
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supervisors create and define their roles and responsibility. 
   In spite expecting not much support from mentors, researchers shared a common view 
that supervision for student teachers is a shared responsibility of university supervisors and 
cooperating teachers (Lau 1996; Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Clarke, 2001; Tang, 
2002; Zeichner, 2002). Participant A is consistent with studies that mentors were at a better 
position that can provide student teacher with first-hand information as they know the school 
and students better (Borko & Mayfield, 1995). Researchers call for a redefining their limited 
roles in the process of learning to teach.  
   Mentoring student teachers should be valued and strengthen as an important activity 
either in schools and universities. To empower teacher learning, a student teaching triad 
including cooperating teachers, tertiary supervisor and student teachers is formed. Different 
forms of university–school partnership are set for the interaction among school teachers, 
tertiary supervisors and student teachers.   
   A general consensus on the expectation of the mentors and TP supervisors has to be 
reached in foreseeable future. The study by Lau (1996) supported this view.  
The problem of mismatching between TP schools and student teachers should be addressed. It 
can be solved or prevented by allocating student teachers according to their ability, capability 
and preference. As suggested in Lau’s study (1996), the process of cooperating teachers’ 
selection should be improved.  
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   In order to ensure that mentors can provide timely assistance and support to student 
teachers, relevant workshops and training courses should be provided to enhance their 
capacity in taking care of student teachers. These trainings aim to develop observation 
techniques, conferencing skills and method of giving constructive advice”  
   It seems unlikely that without active involvement of TP schools, teacher education will 
not be improved. It would be desirable if mentors and TP schools could also contribute more 
in teacher training. As teacher education is gradually shifting to a school-based model. The 
present study also revealed the important roles of mentors in offering help and guidance to 
facilitate student teachers a smooth teaching experience.  
5.5.3 Teaching Experience 
   The findings of Rodman’s study (2010) suggested that field-based practice increases the 
understanding and application of various educational theories for pre-service teachers which 
goes in line with John Dewey’s (1938) learning from experience. An agreement is drawn 
among studies that the duration of teaching experience is associated with the depth of teacher 
change which implies that there will be more favourable outcomes in terms of the ability of 
apply learning practice (Chin & Russell, 1995; Sumara & Luce-Kaplar, 1996; Shield, Marsh 
& Adelman, 1998; Weiss, Montgomery, Ridgway & Bond, 1998 as cited in 
Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). Apart from teaching practicum which is an essential 
component of teacher education programme, more school experience is needed. Based on the 
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definition of Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman and Kwang (2001), school experiences include 
attachment to schools and teaching practices. Such experience involves “preliminary visits to 
schools, lesson observations, and informing student-teachers about the general situation in the 
schools.” It helps student teachers get prepared before they start to teach in classroom (Cheng, 
Wong, Kong, So & Chow, 2006, p.40). 
5.5.4 Peer Support 
   In response to the call for a learning community, the programme can consider send 
student teachers in group if possible. The effect is proved to be stronger on student teachers’ 
professional learning during teaching practicum (Hawkey,1995; Gräsel & Parchmann, 
2004; Lipowsky, 2008 in cited in Tang 2003). 
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6. Conclusion and Recommendation  
6.1 Limitations  
   It is inevitable and undoubtedly that the present study has numerous limitations owing to 
the limited time and resources.  
Scope of research 
The results cannot be used to generalize or apply to a range of undergraduate LS teacher 
education programme in Hong Kong. Certain characteristic of the sample is not satisfactory. 
Since only two cohorts are involved in the research, there are more Year Four respondents 
than that of Year Three in the returned questionnaires. Their views may not represent the 
perceptions of Year Three student teachers. Such imbalance is difficult to avoid since Year 
Three cohort only had its first 3-week teaching practice before they were asked to fill out the 
questionnaire. In addition, only three course instructors were invited to participate in the 
study which means views of other course instructors of courses on other aspects were not 
included in this study. It may tend to be biased and unrepresentative of the whole picture. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the scope of research should be enlarged; however, such 
sample size is within the time scope and capability for efficient management by the 
researcher.  
Student teaching triad involves three parties, the present study focuses on the views and 
perceptions of student teachers and university teachers only. It is desirable to gain the views 
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of mentors as they of equally essential role in teaching practicum. However, as the focus of 
the study is on teacher education programme of which teaching practice is only part of the 
programme. Perceptions and opinions of course instructors and student teachers are of higher 
significance to the present study.  
Design of questionnaire 
   The design of questionnaire has several weaknesses due to the limitation of time. 
Respondents were asked to indicate their degree of agreement on each statement on a 
four-point Likert Scale. Each statement contains expressions and terms that subject to 
individual interpretation. For example, in Question 1 “I had a good teaching practicum 
experience”, it may refer to different aspects in term of good. It is recommended that a more 
detailed questionnaire should be designed which respondents can elaborate more on their 
responses.  
Use of reflective journals 
   It must be admitted that the reflective journals carried subjective perceptions toward 
teaching practice which cannot be used to generalize other student teachers’ teaching 
experience. There is obstacle if reflective journals from other student teachers are also 
adopted in the study. There is difficulty in establishing a systematic coding to analyse the 
reflective journals owing to its nature, undermining the validity of the study. As explained by 
Hannah & Abate (1993 as cited in Hixon & So, 2009, p.295), student teachers “do not share a 
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common experience to serve as a jumping-off point for discussions”. The varied teaching 
experiences of student teachers also make it difficult to ensure quality of teaching practicum. 
The use of reflective journals in the present study is to serve as a supporting evidence to 
validate the views of respondents collected from questionnaire. It is acceptable to include the 
researcher’s reflective journals.  
Despite the above limitations, the findings of the present study do add to the literature and 
shed optimistic light on the potential of intensifying practice and theory in undergraduate 
teacher preparation education.  
6.2 Direction for Future Research 
In the process of carrying out this study, difficulty was encountered due to the scarcity of 
research and literature on undergraduate LS teacher education programme in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, the limitations of time and manpower restrict the depth of the study. It is suggested 
that future studies conducted can supply more information on undergraduate teacher 
education programme for LS in local context. Different institutions adopt different 
curriculums which worth further investigation as few research explicitly compare the 
effectiveness of different characteristics of teacher education programmes. It is suggested that 
research can put the emphasis on teaching practice experience of LS student teachers because 
NSS LS teacher training is still at an early stage of development and a broader data base on 
the topic is needed.  
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6.3 Conclusion 
In time of rapid changing education sector, there is a demand on higher profession in LS 
teachers, therefore, initial teacher education, in particular the teaching practice, is vital in 
preparing student teachers to be qualified teachers. It is expected that teacher education 
programme can equip student teachers with necessary skills and knowledge, developing the 
capacity to teach complicated and constantly changing LS. It is paramount therefore for 
initial teacher preparation programmes to adequately prepare student teachers to deal with the 
realities of school culture so that the early years of teaching can be turned into a positive 
experience where teachers are enabled to grow and develop their skills (Gratch, 2001 & 
Kelchtermans & Ballet, 2002 as cited in Chong, Low, & Goh, 2011). It is therefore hoped that 
this study serves as a useful contribution towards a greater understanding of undergraduate 
teacher education programme offered by tertiary institutes and highlighted the areas for 
further improvement. The findings will provide implications for teacher education 
programme in support of improvement for a better and more professional teacher education 
of LS in Hong Kong. The results will be served as useful reference by course instructors, 
mentors and researchers in this field. Finding the way to enhance the connectivity between 
theory and practice still is a major challenge in teacher education. If the gap is to be narrowed, 
more than modifications in the professional teacher education is needed (Cheng, Wong, Kong, 
So & Chow, 2006). It takes time for these developments to be gradually actualised. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Interview Topics 
 Rationale behind the design of education programmes offered in university 
 The connectivity between education programmes and teaching practicum  
 Possible difficulties faced by student teachers during teaching practicum  
 Support or help to student teachers before/during and after teaching practicum  
 Expectation on the qualities of a Liberal Studies student teacher 
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Appendix 2: Online Questionnaire   
Part 1: Basic Information  
Year:     3/ 4               Sex: M / F 
Teaching practice school Type 
1
st
  Boys / Girls / Co-ed  Alma mater  
2
nd
  Boys / Girls / Co-ed  Alma mater 
3
rd 
(if you are in year 4) Boys / Girls / Co-ed  Alma mater 
*circle as appropriate    
**put a “” in the box if appropriate  
 
Part 2: Past teaching practice experience 
Overall evaluation of teaching practice experience  
No. Questions  
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
1.  I had a good teaching practicum 
experience.   
        
2. The relationship with students was good.          
3. I was able to cope with the workload as a 
student teacher. 
        
4. The number of supervision was 
appropriate. 
        
5. Supervisor(s) provided me with helpful 
feedback and comments.  
        
6. Teaching practicum helped me in preparing 
to be a qualified and competent future 
Liberal Studies teacher. 
        
 
About the TP school  
No. Questions  
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
7. The expectations of TP school on student 
teacher were made clear to me.  
        
8. The TP school provided sufficient 
opportunities for me to act out my 
teaching.  
        
9. The form/class assigned was appropriate in 
general. 
        
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10. The relationship with mentor(s) is good.           
11. The mentor(s) was/were supportive and 
helpful when I needed help.  
        
 
About Teacher Education Programmes  
No. Questions  
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
12. The course(s) equipped me with sufficient 
and up-to-date knowledge, skills and 
proper attitudes of a qualified student 
teacher.  
        
13. I was able to apply what I had learnt in the 
course(s).  
        
14. The teachers were supportive when I 
needed help in teaching practicum. 
        
15. The teachers provided me with timely and 
helpful suggestions during teaching 
practicum.  
        
16. The course(s) prepares me well to cope 
with the unexpected challenges during TP 
        
17. The course(s) enable me to develop as a 
problem solver in school.  
        
18. The course helped me to be a qualified 
student teacher.  
        
 
Part 3: Expectation on the coming teaching practice 
19. What kind of support do you need from the Faculty? 
 
 
20. What kind of support do you need from our Programme Convenor, TP supervisor and 
course instructors respectively?  
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Part 4 Open-ended questions  
21. What should be done in order to improve the teacher education programme so as to better 
equip teachers? 
 
 
 
 
22. What can be done to improve teaching practicum? 
 
 
 
End of Questionnaire 
Thank you! 
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Appendix 3: Interview Transcription with Participant A 
This appendix presents the interview transcript with Participant A in mixed-code with both 
Cantonese and English. 
 
Date: 23 March, 2015 
Location: Logos Academy (researcher’s teaching practice school this year) during 
his visit to observation  
Length: 00:15:08 
 
I: interviewer 
PA: participant 
 
I : 首先多謝您接受我嘅 interview。 
PA : 唔使客氣。 
I : 咁其實……主要，其實我個陣時諗緊 dissertation題目，就係因為諗返自己 teaching 
practicum嘅時候遇到嘅問題。即係會覺得好似冇咩 linkage，即係可能我地係大學
嘅 programme或者 courses學到好多嘅 theories、 strategies，但去到真係要 apply
嘅時候，發現原來只不過係個理念。咁同咪一啲好實際嘅野，例如我地要做
worksheets個啲。其實冇人教過，咁同我地個啲學過嘅野有咩關係呢？所以都想知
其實當 set緊啲 courses比 LS嘅 pre-service teachers嘅時候，其實嗰個背後係考慮
左啲咩野？ 
PA : 我估呢，其實都唔係嘅。如果我自己記返，我係二年班教嘅個科 pedagogy，其實
係有叫同學寫 lesson plan，亦都用唔同嘅方法去教學。因為其實如果你睇返嘅時候，
依加 google年代，你打落去，有唔同種類嘅 lesson plan，有唔同方法即可以讓學生
教學。我地只係比個 macro view佢。因為我地都覺得每個老師都係個 independent 
learner，同埋呢當個老師入到去唔同嘅學校嘅時候，學校都有唔同嘅要求，反為佢
就要將自己學得幾多，然之後適應返係個學校裏邊，咁我覺得咁樣做最好。 
I : 咁即係咁樣講，係 much depend on嗰個 student嘅 flexibility，即適應學校嘅要求，
同埋將佢學嘅野 apply 。咁但係 being flexible呢樣野都要 train架嘛，定係好個人
嘅一樣野？ 
PA : 所以變左呢我地係二年班開始咪已經有 school experience。有二年班、三年班、四
年班，希望藉着不同學校嗰個嘅 school practicum就令到嗰個學生可以明白知道係
出面發生緊咩事。咁變左，最後個學要 flexible。因為無人知道佢畢業之後去邊種
學校教，有啲學生去到啲學校就好 rigid，佢基本唔比啲學生自己用自己嘅方法去
做教材，呢套你又幫佢做左出黎。 我覺得 even係咁嘅時候，個啲教材係死嘅，啲
學生係活嘅，就係呢個情況底下，佢識得點樣去適應唔同學校嘅需要，咁呢個先係
最重要。如果唔係，你只係教左佢一個方法，如果去到第二間學校，佢係要用第二
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個方法，咁佢咪做唔到。 
I  : 岩！咁但係如果跟返咁睇，其實因為都會諗起自己 TP期間，或者聽啲同學講，係
嘅，係要適應，冇人可以教佢點樣做，係佢自己要去感受個環境嘅要求、老師嘅要
求、學生嘅需求，咁會唔會係 support方面足唔足夠？係大學黎講。 
PA : Support有幾種嘅︰首先第一樣野呢，如果你有留意嘅時候呢，基本上你地三至四
年班，可能有一至兩位唔同嘅老師去睇堂。而其實唔同嘅老師所睇嘅東西係唔同架
嘛，呢個基本上你可以話係一個 diversity又好或者另一個係堂上睇到嘅野就比
support又好。其實 support係 mutual，即係話，譬如話，我地希望唔好只係你地有
個 post lesson嘅 reflection比返我地，而係中間裏邊產生一啲變化。因為我地都期
望學生係主動，即係已經唔係……脫離左中學階段，你只可以做呢樣野。所以甚至
乎我地都唔鼓勵用 textbook。雖然，教育局叫大家唔好用 textbook，基本上每間學
校都會有可能一至兩本 textbook係需要。即係因為長遠黎講，我地希望學生可以
develop一個 life learning skills，而我地發覺我地啲同學，即今年，即已經有兩個
cohort畢左業，佢地都幾好，係唔同嘅學校裏面，即係睇返都做到一個幾好嘅
application係到。 
I : 咁 observation……頭先有講到有好多種 support。咁其實如果除左 observation，因為
observation最多都係三次。咁其實成個 period都係跨左兩個月，咁嗰個中間嘅轉變
或者係一啲真係喺適應期遇到困難。當然學生要主動去問，呢個係岩嘅，依加都係
self-directed learning啦。咁但係會唔會其實仲有啲咩嘅 support其實可以比到 student 
teachers？ 
PA : 我估呢，學生可以主動同 mentor去傾。因為我地擺你係呢間學校，我地就會希望
個間學校有比較適當嘅照顧啦。除左有人係負責統領 student teachers之外，仲有
mentor，或者你係教唔同班嘅時候，即係有唔同嘅老師。所以我地好鼓勵啲同學可
以嘅時候係空堂嘅時候去睇唔同老師嘅上堂，變左睇到唔同嘅 style，亦都學到唔
同嘅風格東西。我覺得呢個支持先係重要。如果……如果最壞黎講，其實呢最慘係
需要嗰個係大學嘅老師支持返。即點解，係呢到唔掂，係呢到完全營養不良，食又
食唔到 ，又唔知去邊到求救，以致佢先至返返大學求救。而係其實你最主要嘅戰
場係喺學校裏邊，即係如果學校能夠比到啲適當嘅支持嘅時候，咁係大學裏邊你係
某個位諗唔通、諗唔掂，似乎同學校嘅措施有少少 discrepancies 係想 seek 
clarification嘅時候，呢到做就比較適當少少。 
I  : 係嘅，我自己都感覺到同 mentor嘅關係好重要。咁但係如果即係 given個間學校好
啦，咁 mentors佢都需要調節架嘛，去 take care一個 student teacher。咁如果，即其
實您都講左好重要係雙向，mutual，咁但係如果連 mentor係呢方面冇 experience嘅
話，就冇左呢個範疇嘅 support？咁作為一個 student teacher你 expect佢地可以點
樣？ 
PA : 嗱……唔係咁樣。雖然佢可能係個新嘅 mentor，但係起碼佢係呢間學校嘅時間比你
長。咁變左有多方面，譬如話 classroom management、譬如話學生一般嘅表現、同
埋學校一啲咩制度、對於老師有啲咩要求，佢應該比到。咁如果可以嘅時候，譬如
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你跟佢上一堂，即係 shadowing。即係你跟左佢一日嘅時候，點我都覺得學到一啲
野。如果有好嘅，咁咪記住晒。如果都有啲覺得唔係太好，亦都記住佢，希望唔好
犯呢個錯誤，即係兩邊其實都係學緊野。 
I : 即係睇佢識唔識從中搵到啲 valuable嘅地方。咁如果係咁講，我都諗起就係咁
teaching practicum就係我地自己嘅一個 learning experience。咁但係如果學校會唔會
透過呢個，我地 TP，其實 TP對於你地 course instructors或者大學呢邊嘅老師，其
實有個咩作用？或者，係我地自己嘅 experience 你地就 as一個 observers。除此之
外，你地可以點樣透過 TP observe到嘅野去幫助？ 
PA : 我自己覺得教育學院所教嘅老師係一定一定需要出學校。即如果唔係嘅時候，你困
係象牙塔裏邊，就真係唔知出邊發生緊咩事，不食人間煙火 只係好理論。但係我
地透過進入學校裏面，睇同學仔嘅上堂，其實亦都睇緊間學校做緊啲咩野。譬如話
佢教材會唔會有變化、或者佢用嘅儀器係點樣，即係呢方面其實都比到一啲老師有
一啲嘅資料提供。因為始終係大學嘅老師可能已經好耐好耐冇去到中學入邊教書，
所以佢教嘅野有唔同、諗嘅野唔同。咁呢個其實都係好好嘅 experience比大學老師
as a feedback，以致佢可以因材施教。當佢再教落去嘅時候，嗰個磨合會比較好啲。 
I : 咁你頭先都帶左一個幾重要嘅 quality，就係老師都要去了解依加嘅情況。 咁但係
有啲老師確實可能真係脫離左中學嘅時間比較耐，咁其實 through 幾次 observation
未必真係、即都有幫助。一定有……咁但係可以係邊方面你地有途徑去了解依加嘅
情況，而因為了解左個情況再 tailor made一個 course比我地。 
PA : 嗱……我估咁樣，老師就唔單止幾次嘅。我地都有頗多嘅時間，譬如係呢幾個月裏
邊，係唔同嘅學校裏邊。咁因為睇唔同嘅學校，咁變左了解個深度同闊度咪更加多。
咁就係自己嘅嗰個 observation裏邊，即其實當學生做 reflection之餘，嗰個老師都
需要做適當嘅 reflection。咁係個 reflection裏邊，咪諗一諗一啲嘅意見，或者有冇
啲新嘅野可以 adapt係未來嘅教學裏邊。咁所以應該其實嗰個老師係今年同埋下年
同埋或者佢將來嘅日子裏邊教同一科，都應該有個調節，有個轉變，係按着當時嘅
環境而去實行。 
I : 因為我都諗起一樣野，就係我地 L S其實同其他科唔同，即係個 nature上面都係唔
同。咁其實會唔會係嗰個協助上或者係教導上點樣去貼近啲我地 LS呢個 subject 
nature其實？ 
PA : 因為其實當我地設計呢個科目嘅時候，我地已經有好大好大嘅 debate。如果有啲學
生佢喜歡嘅時候，可以睇下其他學院點教。我唔講邊間學院， 有啲基本上就講中
學所教嗰六個 module，就由頭再教多一次。(I: Content-based。) 係呀，咁個問題
就係依加係 teach緊即教緊 teacher trainer 即未來個啲老師。你唔係教緊中學生，所
以兩樣野係唔同嘅。而最後個樣野就係冇人係咁 visionary，知道將來會發生咩事，
所以我地應該需要嘅就係教啲同學盡量睇多啲，係唔同嘅 skills裏面，係能夠了解
知道個發展係啲咩黎嘅，以致佢自己，因為我都希望係五年或者六年之內，佢能夠
係學校裏面 LS有個領導地位，譬如做 panel。咁如果佢只係識得嗰六個 units係咩
黎嘅，咁其實就係唔夠嘅。 
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I : 咁講即其實如果對於你地黎講，你 expect係讀完我地呢個 programme嘅 LS teachers
其中一個 quality，係要有 skill而唔係死住有啲 content。咁除左呢樣，仲有冇啲 quality
係 through呢個 programme係可以 equip到我地。即係頭先你都有講我地同其他學
院唔同，同其他大學唔同，而我地自己呢個 programme可以……你會覺得，或者睇
返之前個兩年嘅畢業生 你覺得我地有啲咩 quality 作為一個 LS teacher我地係做到
或者係 equip到？ 
PA : 嗱……應該一定係對 LS嗰個理解。嗰 rationale，即同咪個 development and 
implementation。最重要呢係有個視野，即 ability to read R-E-A-D，即係呢個視野係
幫助到佢去審時度勢。即如果你冇左呢樣野嘅時候呢， 你只係能夠鑽研係個 content
裏面嘅時候，你只係會比個內容綁死左。當你去教學嘅時候，通通都，搵個機械人
都得啦。即將你所講嘅野由頭一次再講出黎。咁我覺得咁樣唔係唔好，但係有個限
制。咁我地期望我地所睇嘅呢係多少少，譬如四年班不單止做左年，譬如我地之後
嘅課程有轉變，我教一科就係講到 L S 課程嗰個嘅國際視野，只係得一年讀過。咁
收返黎嘅回應，係有八十幾分。因為我唔單止叫佢睇香港嘅 L S，仲叫佢睇埋其他
國家個 Ls嘅 development。咁佢睇完之後就發覺原來可以係咁，或者點解係咁，變
左佢係完全明白知道個世界係發生緊咩事。譬如依加好多人因為政治關係呢，對
LS有唔同嘅睇法。咁一啲譬如冇咩視野嘅人，佢只能係能夠係 content裏邊同佢講。
其實 content入邊得好少係講 POLITICS，其實我考試黎講好少用。呢個係得……但
如果我地係從國際嘅視野去睇，點解我地都要講 LS或者 liberal studies或者 liberal 
arts，講人民主義、講思考嘅時候，會可能拉落一啲 current issues in general politics in 
particular。咁呢啲先係重要架嘛。而唔係我地揭揭，其實好少， 無所謂啦，呢個
係唔夠 convincing係將個 argument put forth。  
I : 其實都係架，我地讀左後都發現，反而係想令我地 liberal啲個 mind，同埋呢個都
係我讀左咁多年都覺得。 
PA : Exactly！Liberal Studies，liberal係咩意思？係 liberation，liberate your mind。即係
讓你嘅思考奔放少少，而唔應該比個 curriculum去 restrict。因為其實我教幾多，係
限制佢地學幾多。調反轉，我地應該 inspire佢，佢自己去學，呢個先係最好。 
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Appendix 4: Interview Transcription with Participant B 
This appendix presents the interview transcript with Participant B in mixed-code with both 
Cantonese and English. 
 
Date: 15 April, 2015 
Location: Room 322, Runme Shaw Building 
Length: 00:35:08 
 
I : Interviewer 
PB : Participant 
 
I : I would first like to ask about the rationale behind like the design of education 
programme for LS stream students, like why you have decided such programme? Is it 
because what we learn in the courses can help us in the teaching practicum or when we 
become a teacher? So what is your view? 
PB : I think it is about be a teacher. You know, not just survive the teaching practicum 
obviously. Now if we look at preparing somebody to be the teacher, there are of course 
we can say value, skills. To define capability so as far as knowledge is concerned, there 
is something called pedagogical content knowledge that is you just understand the 
subject content and think that will be enough for teaching. It is actually to you must learn 
to unpack that knowledge and also you got to know what kind of difficulties student may 
have in order to discuss the matter to them and help them learn. So this pedagogical 
content knowledge is quite a general notion nowadays. For example, a math graduate 
may not know how to teach maths as they don’t understand why the students don’t 
understand, how to choose examples to help them. And what sorts of things should be 
required so they can meet the general standard. And also, what sorts of resources, 
examples or exercises or assessment will be needed so this is the knowledge part. But 
you know, in our course, we try to put the knowledge on the subject matter as well as 
how to teach the subject matter together in a sense so you find that in courses about 
society and culture, about technology and environment, and also about the other is 
personal and interpersonal development. We actually do not go very deep in the content 
at the same time we discuss these ideas can be understood by ourselves as well as by the 
students so actually we are exploring not just the content but how the content can be 
understood. Ok, then how to balance the two is quite difficult. In liberal studies, it is 
always the issue how you teaching content or you are teaching about thinking so in our 
course, we also have problems. We have society and culture I, society and culture II, 
interpersonal development I, II and technology I, II. All the way we have that intention. 
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And know about the pedagogy, I think we believe that the pedagogy must be related 
strongly to the TP. That’s what we think. And also, must be very practical. But on the 
other hand, it also because practices are so challenging. You think that way but the 
school thinks in another way. Similarly, the teacher thinks the students you should learn 
to think but the students may have a different idea. So in a sense, it also hinges on 
beliefs, educational beliefs. So now, that means you have the practical techniques on one 
hand but on the other hand, there’s also the kind of belief. So there is also a kind of 
tension. But I think well I cannot talk about how your other teachers teach but through 
this year especially the 1
st
 cohort I followed them from year1, year 2 to year 4 and I do 
think that we have finally identified something which both address the belief as well as 
the capability.   
 
First, year 1 we took them to the Western district so that we saw the place, and then 
when we came back, we asked them to do certain projects and in particular, we asked 
them to relate the abstract ideas with the neighbourhood. For example about Hong Kong 
history, about old people and young people, elements and so on. And they did it well. 
And my purposes hope them to use the place as a laboratory so that they can understand 
the complex built up of the district we have reached, poor area, and the MTR is coming 
and all the public elections are going to happen and so there will be different people in 
the district running for different offices and so on. And also we have parents, so if you 
serve the school, you can actually students to ask their parents when they came to HK. 
But of course, that was not realized. But at that point, the idea about Liberal Studies has 
been brought to them and we learnt some text about Dewey, John Dewey which is 
hundred years ago when the society becomes more modern. All the city kids they don’t 
see how the food is grown. They just open the water tape and water comes. They have no 
idea about community, no idea about history, and so Dewey thinks we have to change 
the curriculum so that they learn to make things for other people, learn to serve other 
people. I make cloth for you and from that I understand you and I also I learn about the 
past, what sort of materials they use and then we project it to the future. So this is the 
way progressive education and also talks about critical pedagogy. There is a person 
called Paulo Freire who think that we take things for granted. The society is like this. So 
we just adapt to the society. But can transform it in one way and in other way, not 
radically. Just one step, two step… (I: gradually change it). Yup, the more important 
thing is we will see our ability to change things and we see it we are not alone. So we 
have that general belief and then in year 2, we studied models of teaching. Yup let me 
see. Models of teaching. This is the book by Bruce Joyce.  He told that actually we can 
plan a lesson. A genre. It is like a genre. 講故仔，講故仔都有起承轉合。 So you got to 
have step. You don’t just about 10 minutes of how you ask question. It is about structure 
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the things together. And if you are talking about the classification, then you have certain 
kind of step and then you have. If you talk about evaluation that is people talk whether 
certain policy is right or wrong. And how you go about it. If you want to do a role play 
how you go about it. So the students read those things and afterwards they do 
mini-teaching of let me see 40 minutes…that is 20 minutes to each other. So they learn 
the syndics but at the same time, we also introduced the book by Parker Palmer about 
courage to teach that is about the teacher to carry out should be. But you should know 
students may have different views so it’s very difficult to inject certain ideas into their 
mind. But Palmer said that what we want is to create a problem here. Although we don’t 
know exactly of what it is, the students don’t know exactly, but we work around the 
thing that is the idea. So we introduced this idea, so what is object or learning or subject 
learning that we bring. If this is the case, then we have shoulder-to-shoulder learning. I 
don’t claim I have the solution, right before I bring this topic to you. No problem. Then 
we can work on the problem. By working on the problem, we see the same thing. But 
you think in this way, I think that way. Then our ideas got crossed. You know, it is not 
about you talk your thing, I talk about my thing. It is about we talk about the same thing 
together. Just like we do something together then you understand. So I think this is on 
one hand, changing the concept of one is about the technical step, and the other thing is 
how you position yourself as a teacher. Then in year3, I think in the pedagogy, we asked 
students to lead seminar, 2 hours seminar where they have to involve classmates in the 
discussion about environment, environment issue. From the environment issue, this may 
link to social issues and so on. And in the 4
th
 year, you further push it to Chinese issue. 
June 4 Movement, you know, something which both address the belief as well as the 
capability, the ability. It is about China, about own identity. Because it is the time moral 
and national education disputes. I think we have to face it upfront. Because it is most 
difficult part. Let us do mini teachings on Chinese issue so now this year you do 
whatever issues you want. But actually for the 1
st
 cohort, when I do it I forced them. 
Everybody must focus on Chinese. Because afterwards, you learn where you can find the 
resources so that means you have the technique, thinking technique. You have the good 
philosophy. But you must be able to look for things. And also I asked them, you need to 
talk to the youngsters. You find materials, you talk to youngsters, so this is the … my 
experience the whole pedagogy course and then in the second year. The cohort that has 
just graduated. (I: Charles’ cohort) and that class was a difficult class. They seem not 
convinced that what we were learning here is worthwhile to some of them.  
I  : But why, so why do you think they have such different views from the past cohort on the 
same course? 
PB : I don’t know. I think… I don’t know. I talked to different individuals. Some of them 
even they are very social-conscious. They think the class do not have an atmosphere of 
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discussing about news, about social issues so they just come and this is one thing. The 
second thing is I found that they do not have good terms of each other. This is something 
that I noticed. Even in the 1
st
 cohort, although I worked with them well, I found that it’s 
only after they graduated. I noticed they had different camps. Ok! I’m of this style; I am 
the champion of something. And if other people do not champion the things like me, 
then I seems to be a bit critical. That person only picks the things on that will help his 
resume, perhaps. Or this is pro-China. This is after I discovered. And I think probably in 
the university, it is the age that people build up their identity so they tend to be quite 
critical about others. But the 1
st
 cohort I think what I did to them better is allow them 
criticize us and then also, we also emphasize there will be different views. And we have 
to work with other people. This is life. That this is life. So they were better. Maybe the 
second group they are more honest in expressing their scornful views on each other and 
even on the lecturer, they are very honest. But they don’t question themselves whether 
they have overdone that. So in a class, this person asked question, then immediately 
some others person seems very impatient. You know, so they started to talk. They started 
to talk. And then my hearing is not that good. A hearing impaired person is very much 
affected by noise so I immediately turned red in face. But fortunately, the mini-teaching 
helps. I don’t know why. Maybe the mini-teaching they got into group they can work 
better with. (I: Or with similar person, maybe?) so they worked better and I don’t know. 
Or maybe they are more self-reflective because they grow older and criticize them so 
much. So this year, it’s a very nice group. And every year, we try to explore some new 
thing. This year we explore accountable talk. We haven’t done that before. Last year, we 
also explored something new. I forgot what it is. The first year we explored values, 
whether we can be neutral, neutrality. Last cohort I forgot. So we can say that the… on 
the whole, we teach… we find that…one weak thing is…in our pedagogy course is that 
we didn’t bring enough school real examples into the whole course. Probably is because 
we are new first of all. It is a new subject. And we don’t particular like to video-taped 
our students. So we only do it within the course. You go to school and video-taped a 
teacher. In other subjects, it seems they are clear about what the subject is about, what 
teachers. So some of the experience teachers they really welcome you tape their lessons 
but in Liberal Studies, I think it is a bit more difficult if I share their idea. Open their 
classroom and share their lessons is a bit difficult. And we have, we do have that sort of 
hesitation to do such things as well. Because intimidating but with high sight, I think it is 
wrong. I think more real classroom videos or audio record so that we actually analysed 
it. Maybe even in year 1, even in year 1. But okay in year 1, we brought students to go to 
see schools, see teaching. I don’t know whether you… (I: yes we had.) I think that kind 
of thing is very useful. (I: really.) But you must see a number of those lessons. (I: one is 
not enough.) Yes, one is not enough. And you should…so I think the bad thing is if we 
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really can run something like tuition school, with some of the local students here around 
here, around Western district. This is the thing I feel so bad I haven’t been done. Why 
bother doing the IES competition for the whole HK. (I: Why not just the people around 
us.) We can do many things around this area we sell to the school and the school 
welcome to do school visit. So why do we have to go to Lantau island. Of course it is 
good to going out and sees things we should have our own laboratory so some learning 
difficulty students they can come in and run some lessons for them. This has been my 
dream for 4 years. (I: It is a brilliant idea, really!) But I think well maybe still not too 
late, we can still do it. So some friends have set up, rented a unit in this area so maybe I 
asked them whether we can use the part of the time for… because Chinese 
Bed…Margret Lo, you know her? English. Margret Lo the English BEd she is also very 
interested in critical pedagogy so but the thing is we not just going to impart critical I 
mean or radical idea to students so that they don’t study. We must encourage them to 
study so that they can enter university. So one way is we because people have to study 4 
years here, establish some linkage with some local students, help them to enter 
university. (I: It is actually kind of mutual help. Like when we have some contact with 
local students, it makes us know more about their needs and at the same time we are 
really helping them to enter university). So this is something I have been done. (I: I am 
willing to help with this, because personally I have giving tutorial to students because 
it’s not just for money, it’s because to understand the situation now. Because we are too 
far away from primary school, from secondary school and it is one of the ways to know 
more about this). But Margret Lo also said to me, she hated the experiential learning 
things now. Why? Why do we have to do all…? I don’t know. Once become something 
normal it may lose the thing. Suppose there are 30 students in class. Maybe 5 have the 
time, then let the 5 do it and the other just come and have a look. We shouldn’t be 
scornful about those who cannot come. You know this is the whole idea of Liberal 
Studies. We attract people to come; we don’t force people to come. Right? If we force 
people to come, everybody has to do this experiential learning and then write a report 
and so on. It’s not very useful. But most of courses are actually like that. We have … but 
I think you address a very good view… but I must say that the programme, the design of 
the programme is not very good. Why? Because we don’t quite understand what Liberal 
Studies is about. Now, I think we are much clear about it. Liberal Studies is about a 
subject; about a subject… talks about something has no definite definition. (I: 
Sometimes people hate that, no right or wrong). If there’s a discipline or study, a 
tradition that is that must be right. Then I think it should better put in science subject, 
economic subject and so on, so this subject where there’s no definite authority. So it’s 
difficult. Some, not all people can teach that. And also, it needs different mentality  
I  : So how well do think our student teachers like you have observed really apply or really 
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have started to achieve the learning outcomes that you teachers expected? 
PB : Recently, I visited about 20, 22. Let me see, I nominate about 6 to be potential 
distinction. What I mean is that from what I see, it seems… oh no some of the visits are 
for year 3, for year 4, I look for about 15 and I have 6 which I think is really good from 
A to marginal A-, B+. So I think (I: So what qualities do they have to be a good LS 
potential teachers?)  
I think actually our students are very good. (I: So, in terms of like their?) Maybe they 
think that the course is not very good, maybe they think that they are not very good. But 
you look at the teaching and learning in general. You happening in classroom then our 
students are doing very good.  
I : You must be impressed by them, right? 
PB : Very impressed. I am very impressed. At least I think more than half of them are very 
good. You know, unless you think teaching is an easy thing, otherwise four years you 
have to learn the substance and also elective, right? I think electives are good. It 
broadens our students’ mentality. I am happy actually. Most of them…and only one case 
I want to fail.  
I : So can I know like apart from what they have done so well, that means apart from their 
good performance, so do they share some difficulties with you when they are having the 
teaching practicum? 
PB : Probably not. Because you know we are assessing them. But some of them actually 
overcome, have overcome those difficulties. For example, they go to the school and find 
the students don’t write, don’t make notes, they rely on PowerPoint. And then I think to 
bring some changes to students is not that easy. At least they try that. Some students they 
just they are more accustomed to be told not to share their views so our students try, try 
to change. So are very good. So all of them are very good except one. Okay, the one is 
not good. I think the person is on the wrong orientation so I must say I want to fail you 
so that you know I am very unhappy. Although you don’t agree with me, I …or you hate 
me but I … (I: But I think you are just based on what you see so to make such comment. 
You have your own standpoint.) I am very happy with them. But it doesn’t, it may not 
have answer your question about the reality because I don’t know exactly how schools 
are like today. (I: So it also tells me that maybe like teachers at university may have, or 
should have more connection with secondary schools nowadays.) Yes, yes, yes, but now 
university teachers are more pressurized (I: I understand that.) by various kinds of 
research duties, so far and so on. (I: We all have our limitations and constraints. I think 
we all both want to really work better for LS but we got so many other things. Also we 
got duties and something. But it is true that we really enjoy teaching practicum each 
year. It is kind of like a new challenge to us and I did enjoy it and really thank you. 
Because people always debate that we should have more content-based in university but 
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I think educational belief and what we perceive LS is far more important as long as we 
got the right thing, I mean the core thing with that passion we can do everything and 
overcome everything that’s far more important.) We show that kind of learning so we 
learn with our students and it is not that knowledge is not that important. Knowledge is 
very important but we find that we don’t have enough so we look for knowledge. Last 
time, were you there when Jacob did the sharing? Jacob Hui (I: yup I was there.) Okay. 
Now, knowledge is important when we come to certain point that when not too sure. 
Let’s stop 5 minutes let the students use mobile phones to look up something. (I: It is the 
base and foundation but we should also look beyond this for like if teaching is very 
complicated and complex thing). I think Jacob has very special characteristics (I: I agree 
with this). Also he likes teaching and he likes, he accepts the students (I: he accepts the 
diversity or the…I think he tries very hard to really find students’ good points and 
characteristics) yes, and we…he sees everybody of weakness and be humorous with 
weakness and therefore give everybody a chance. If you don’t use that kind of attitude, 
then being a Liberal Studies teacher can be very daunting and oppressive because you 
never know enough then you feel inferior or powerless, hopeless. You will be grumble 
about students, grumble about everything. (I: His sharing is really inspiring) Yes, 
inspiring. (I: And I think it is really a good example for us to follow.) 
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Appendix 5: Interview Transcription with Participant C 
This appendix presents the interview transcript with Participant C in mixed-code with both 
Cantonese and English. 
 
Date: 21 April, 2015 
Location: Room 319, Runme Shaw Building 
Length: 00:32:48 
 
I: Interviewer  
PC: Participant 
 
I : 多謝您做我嘅 interviewee，share你嘅 views on呢個 topic。咁我想開始個 interview
係由您 就您咁多次 observation黎睇……(PC:係咪錄緊音？)係。就 observation黎
睇，您覺得 student teachers有啲 face啲咩 difficulties？ 即係您睇到嘅，觀察到嘅。 
PC : 你講緊嘅係課堂裏面呀，還是喺係學校裏方面呀，還是係自己，另外準備課堂，課
堂之前嘅野，還是咩？ 
I : 就您所知嘅 aspects。 
PC : 即係樣樣野都講。 
I  : 都可以，或者係邊一part您覺得有多啲 student teachers會有呢個 common嘅difficulty
就攞出黎講。 
PC : 我覺得其中一樣，即係頭先點解我一諗就諗到邊個層面，即課堂以內還是以外呢。
簡單個樣野講先啦，簡單唔係因為個樣野本生簡單，而係因為個學生本身可能比較
容易見得到，但見唔到第二啲野。咁我簡單由課堂以外講起，其中有一樣就係因為
你地 student teacher入到學校嘅身份，即又係 teacher，又係 student，咁第一件事就
會遇到嘅係自己身份個樣野，老師，即係如果一間學校嘅的老師，大部份係平起平
坐，即除左可能會面對校長或幾個即真係主任、科主任等等。咁個啲係有少少。中
學其實呢樣都唔係好強，如果係小學呢個 power或者個 status會大啲，中學少啲啦。
不過，即使少啲都好啦，都有個困難就係如果你同佢合作，或者佢有啲野 recommend
你，你可以咁做，你就其實唔係好拿捏得到，嗰個係一個指令、一個 requirement、
定一個建議呢？咁就呢個都視乎你自己點睇你嗰個即係主任、科主任或者科老師，
科任老師嘅關係，亦都睇你點睇係呢個關係底下應該點樣合作做野。咁呢個係其中
一樣係課堂之外即我自己覺得即有時我自己覺得 student teachers係誤解左嘅，又有
時係 student teachers唔係好識得點樣去 voice out 自己某啲野，咁 anyway都係咁樣
嘅一件事。另外一點講埋就係，呢個係比較簡單睇課堂以外，亦都係比較常見嘅老
師會自己 experience到，都係呢個身份問題，就係頭先我講係同同事或者係同上級
嘅同事個關係，但另一個就係同學生嘅關係。係囉，咁就又唔係好分得清楚，即係
你究竟係老師呀還是係 student teachers還是係 friend。咁有啲做得好，即 smooth即
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好 happy個啲呢我有時都會覺得係完全一件，即完全問題呢反映緊。未必係，因為
有陣時 student teacher，係，即佢可能係 take緊一個同學生同等嘅關係，好好關係，
咁但係去到課堂嘅時候，又會係有啲可能未必 manage得好好。源於就係個關係或
者個身份其實唔係好定得準。咁呢個又係身份問題。咁呢個又係第二樣，我講呢樣
就唔係好大問題嘅，至少即如果你處理唔到你多數都會睇為 classroom嘅
management問題啦，佢地唔聽我話囉。但我自己覺得未必係 generally課堂入邊
behaviour嘅問題。而可能係個關係嘅問題，即佢擺明覺得你都係學生咋嘛，你又
唔係佢學校嘅老師，咁所以源於呢個問題。Okay，課堂以內嘅問題，同課堂有關個
部份啦，咁其實梗係有啲好明顯嘅問題啦，譬如頭先有提啦，即你點樣 handle呢，
即係一個 Liberal Studies即係嗰種比較新嘅或者比較 issue-based嘅教學呢，唔係
content-based架喎。Content-based你就擺明教教教教，教晒你嗰啲想教嘅 content，
咁但係依加 liberal studies要講個種議題教學，即係以呢個為中心嘅，呢個中心即係
正正無咩實質內容，咁你由你點樣去選擇至到點樣去 formulate，即係寫好你嗰個
issue，點樣 formulate個 issue出黎 as 或者 in the form of questions。咁呢個已經好
難啦，即係已經反映緊你有幾大程度掌握個 issue-based teaching嘅基本野。咁呢個
我自己覺得係最大問題。咁從呢個問題引伸開來就係 issue-based teaching 好明顯就
會講多啲你對嗰個 topic一個掌握，即雖然唔需要你係個樣野嘅專家，但如果你都
只係識好少嘅話，其實你都幾難帶到一個討論。即雖然傳統話無 facilitator帶你地
討論，梗係唔係啦，即係我相信背後其實 call for你對嗰個議題嘅，唔需要係專家
嘅認識，但起碼係個好踏實嘅認識，一個比較全面嘅，至少 rough idea如果你淨係
諗黎諗去個三個 aspect或者某個 topic底或者議題底下，我得三點嘅姐，咁你就未
必可 open到一個比較豐富嘅討論。咁呢個其一啦，即係對嗰個 issue或者 issue-based 
teaching嘅掌握。咁從呢個即係頭先講到處理你同學生嘅對答、討論過程係咪真係
interactive還是其實我都聽唔明佢講咩野，咁反而有時學生講個啲有啲新嘅 point
完全 get唔到，咁你其實冇辦法 interact落去架。咁你埋即係快快收埋場佢囉，即
係快快講左自己想講嘅野囉。其他當然係咩 classroom management個啲啦，即點樣
manage學生啲基本秩序又或者佢地唔聽書呀、唔 attentive、瞓教呀，即係呢啲課堂
裏邊嘅 behavioural problems囉。咁呢個另一個。但係漸漸就由其是今年睇你地呢
個少部份啦，常常都唔係大問題，不過如果係，即我相信係帶比學生好大嘅困擾，
即係搞唔掂。你明我意思嗎？即 in terms of個 scale，即係同學中間我見唔到有呢個
問題，但係 once 係問題嘅話呢，其實對嗰個人黎講係幾困擾幾麻煩。 
I : 咁我咁樣聽返就會諗到就住無論係 teaching 或者 teaching以外範圍嘅野啦，咁其實
你覺得係 student teachers本身冇嗰個能力呀，定係其實係佢地係大學學到啲野其實
係唔 applicable？ 
PC : 你講你話學生冇咁嘅能力係咩意思？(I:即係…)意思係佢 inborn，還是係佢未有咁
嘅能力，未發展到咁嘅能力，還是係佢完全未知需要發展呢啲能力？即係撇除 in 
born嘅 ability，呢個真係冇辦法架啦。 
I : Personality呢啲都冇得講嘅。而係一啲例如佢會唔會其實知道應該點樣去做。即係
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佢後天﹐既係當我地實習個陣時不斷去諗究竟一個 teacher應該點樣做。即佢可能
冇呢方面嘅......點講......即係好取決於，有啲人……等我組織下想講咩先。即係因為
我覺得例如，你唔可以教佢，例如 be flexible架嘛。即係例如我地要教書，可能有
同學用同一 set apply落去就 ok。但有啲人就會係一路 teaching嘅時候就會 aware到
原來我要調節下嘅。咁但係呢樣野冇得教嘅時候，即係一啲冇得教嘅野，咁係咪就
話係嗰個學生自己本身嘅問題呀定係其實我地可以透過大學嘅課程，其實一啲內容
上嘅野可以慢慢 inspire佢去諗呢樣野？我就係諗緊呢個問題。 
PC : 咁你呢個例子已經好好啦。所以，你都睇到有一啲野。我相信你已經 realize有一啲
野所謂能力呢，其實有部份嘅能力呢，一個極端，當然係睇 inborn有定冇啦。即譬
如我啞嘅，我唔識講野，但佢又講到野喎，不過佢講嘅野不得動聽啦。講得，即係
講完人地都聽唔到﹐因為太細聲。舉個例，咁你又會睇到呢個 spectrum一路 draw
出黎，佢 inborn冇，但 inborn 有。其實唔係好理想，跟住再有啲位就會發覺啲能
力唔係 inborn、nature嘅問題，而係即要學嘅個啲野。好啦咁你頭先個例子，個人
capacity to be flexible即係其實你話係邊樣呀？咁我就覺得你正正就係一個好嘅例
子。就係 partly啦。又係個句，人嘅性格啦。但 partly又係佢有冇咁嘅觸覺或者咁
嘅 sensitivity去就係知冇呢個 flexibility，所以更加要 work on呢樣野。咁但係呢樣
野係邊到黎架，即 sensitivity係邊到黎架？咁我覺黎到呢個位，我先至覺得係個
training裏面呢要 alter嗰個，或者提高 heighten嗰個 awareness，所以我自己會覺得
其實坦白講係個教學 classroom入邊從 skills入邊呢有唔少係 skills，但亦都有唔少
係 awareness嘅問題黎嘅或者 sensitivity嘅問題。舉個例佢係咪 sensitive to某一啲
空間或者 situation係需要轉啦，或者死(舌累)住唔 flexible住要完成我嘅 lesson 
plan，又或者去到某啲位要 sensitive to我究竟同學生嘅關係係到此為止還是係可以
同佢繼續對答，唔講呢啲 verbal interaction，當佢有啲 misbehaviour嘅時候，咁你
又要 sensitive to，究竟你要 confront with 佢呀，還是究竟由得佢呀呢個你係呢到時
候，佢好危險，即係你會 spend好多時間唔搞佢住，由佢先，即係有好多 decision 其
實係你有冇咁嘅 sensitivity 就唔係咁有個 rule話凡係見到學生伏係到瞓，你就要走
埋去搞佢，係有咁嘅 suggestion 係有咁嘅 advice，但係如果你眼見嗰個學生其實係
即係捱左兩晚通宵因為趕功課跟住依加恰眼瞓，咁你由佢還是叫佢洗面，還是叫佢
你伏係枱面，即我比五分鐘你，即好多種做法架嘛其實，唔係真係話你要啲佢起身
架嘛。(I: 冇一個 Standard。) 冇一個 standard嘅做法，冇一個 standard嘅 advice, 咁
你有冇咁嘅 sensitivity有冇咁嘅技巧去 handle不同嘅野呢，呢個係你話係 inborn呀
還是 train，train我覺得只能夠佢有咁嘅 sensitivity有咁嘅 awareness有咁嘅 creativity
去 generate 唔同嘅可能嘅手法，有啲人，有啲人冇架嘛，咁你話佢有呀係佢唔
sensitive定係大學冇教過，或者係個 training programme冇比到佢呢。我覺得有部
份係佢自己要有嘅，有部份呢係我地，如果係提出黎傾嘅話呢，其實係可以大家傾
埋其實有唔同做法架喎。咁但係你再跟住條路落去呢就會發覺你始終都唔能夠數晒
佢所有需要 sensitive嘅情況架嘛，你都會 expect佢有呢個能力，頭先有同學提過
transferrable嘛，即今日同你講呢個 situation就講完啦，你就要識得，或者你就要
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有咁嘅能耐去 transfer呢種嘅理解，咁嘅 awareness, sensitivity, knowledge, skills去
你嘅 situation到。咁你話我冇呀，咁你話邊個責任呢，我真係都唔知啦，因為每個
situation呢係課堂入邊都可以係新架嘛，咁我地都會覺得我地真係冇講過。冇講過
又如何呢？一啲都唔出奇架，咁你話冇教過我就唔識架啦，我真係唔知點講落去啦。 
I  : 咁講啦如果即係我地睇返後天個部份啦。即係先天個啲即我地都冇得講嘅，而係如
果後天黎講，即係您地 set up呢啲 courses through呢啲 training programme, 您係想
盡量去 equip啲學生邊一個 aspect呢。即做唔晒嘅一定，但您地嘅 focus，個陣時點
解會定呢個 focus 或者個係 focus係邊。 
PC : 首先你第一樣野係你研究或者 write up你嗰個 result以致整理你嘅 dissertation，你
一路用緊嘅一個字眼 training programme 咁但係係呢個大學入邊或者係呢個BEd我
地就唔會考慮或者淨係叫 training programme，呢個係 more than training programme, 
呢個係 educational programme。Education different from training in a sense係至少好
似今日咁同大家嘗試 looking back都已經highlight係 talking about一個undergraduate 
programme study，呢個唔係純粹 train you all to be a teacher，仲有第二啲好多野嘅。
咁所以呢個係個 education，teacher education，咁呢所以就唔係 training 但都回應你
嘅問題，即我地當時即是做呢個 teacher education training依加睇成件事，即係 4年。
我估梗係有啲唔同嘅 concerns唔同嘅 focus 咁呢個多數我估你都要考慮清楚即其實
坦白講每個 programme都有佢背後嘅 philosophy嘅。佢嘅基本上嘅前提係咩野，我
地覺得一個 teacher應該具備啲咩野啦，唔係純粹 skills，而係都要具備某啲嘅
personality, 某啲實質啲嘅持久啲信念，即係 develop呢啲野。即如果你問個 focus，
我地唔會只係 focus係 skills囉，都會嘗試考慮個老師係個 programme裏面 develop
佢嘅 values, beliefs. 都會擺住呢啲野。(I:咁點去取捨一個平衡呢？即當然唔會只係
講 values，咁太高啦你咁講。咁點樣去 balance咁多唔同嘅 concerns。) 所以咪話個
programme有好多唔同嘅 courses。(I: 盡量 balance？) 個 Balance 咪就係所以有唔
同 courses。有啲 courses就會比理論啲，講人類人點學野、psychology嗰啲 courses
囉。有啲係實實在在講個啲教學個樣野，所以咪有幾樣 pedagogy courses。你要認
定個 TP, teaching practicum，雖然好似係例牌，個個 education programme都有架啦，
冇特別呀，呢個冇特別都唔係一啲都冇特別。就係知道要擺你係學游水要擺你落
水。而教學嘅，to learning to be a teacher就擺你係學校。就會係個到知道，由你係
個到睇老師上堂，以致入班房教學，至到甚至包埋點樣出卷，個啲全部都係啲好具
體嘅 skills, 咪係個到 gain囉。理想地呢，就應該 expect個 mentor多機會睇你上堂
呀，同你傾個啲，即係大家係嗰個環境，真係睇完個堂，無論是你教還是佢教，或
者第二啲老師教，都係個啲，即係嗰到有啲具體啲嘅掌握。頭先某啲做法可以唔係
咁呀，可以咁樣改善。咁呢啲係實質嘅 teaching skills。頭先講到啲 teaching theory，
譬如話啲 psychology嘅野呀，understand society某啲 theory呀，咁就 practice就講
TP，咁介乎中間嗰啲埋就係 pedagogy會考慮嘅即 not so much 即唔係好具體 skills
但可能提升一個層面講啲 strategies或者 orientation或者係一啲 general嘅 learning 
models, 即 group learning 嘅野，或者係我地之前個 semester之前嘅 accountable 
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talk。咁呢啲你話睇係 skills,呢啲好具體係 skills又得，但你睇成一啲 accountable talk
係講緊一啲成個理論係背後，即係點解個嗰個 dialogue會咁樣發展。即係你可以睇
成係 theory，又可以睇成 skills。即係我唔鬼理啦，即係你當係一啲 skills，原來係
咁問，或者係背後咁問原來係想要個學生解到同個 knowledge本身係 accountable to 
the knowledge development, 係 accountable to嗰個學生講嘅。介乎中間，我地理解
亦都有啲 courses介乎 partly係 theory但 partly係有啲你真係可以比較直接用到嘅
models, theories。Models我地一般叫 pedagogical models或者 pedagogical strategies. 
Skills，我相信你地早一 year 1，2係 pedagogy上高就有啲比較具體嘅 skills, 例如
點樣分組呀, jigsaw learning呀個啲，questioning呀，即係呢啲係再具體啲嘅 skills。
但呢啲 skills背後都有理論嘅其實，咁亦都有唔同程度唔同老師處理嘅就會有唔同
嘅 to different extent處理埋背後嘅 theory。咁所以有呢啲唔同嘅，希望盡量希望有
個 balance不過唔可忘記我頭先講，無論你點搞個 balance都好，點都黎自個班人，
設計呢個 programme個班人嘅嗰個 philosophy。或者大家傾掂之後 consensus或者
agree嗰個 philosophy 究竟係一個重多啲 theory還是重多啲 practice呀舉個例。好
簡單咁講，又舉個例究竟我地要求個 student teachers頭先行緊黎，有啲 teacher 
education programme呢加埋再加埋 practice左好耐嘅 teacher educator啦有啲會好重
視好要求個 student teacher都唔會有太多空間，都諗唔到太多野，咁咪變成我地係
個 progamme裏面或者我地嘅要求裏面再 explicit啲，要求呢樣要求個樣做左呢啲
野，舉個例即係 TP，即係要睇佢每一次要做足晒嘅，所有野，lesson plan一定要用
咩 format寫，依加坦白講我地 lesson plan其實要你交有個 recommended format，但
你唔跟其實我地都唔會覺得個樣野係大問題。咁但係有啲院校會呢啲要求。(I:執得
好緊。)係一定，做咩唔跟個 format呀？我地要你跟呢個 form呀嘛。咁所以背後呢
啲係黎自背後嗰個 philosophy囉。即係你覺得或者成班人覺得即係要求去到咩程
度、空間去發揮佢本來要做嘅野。好多呢啲。兩樣野，我覺得你問緊嘅問題係兩樣
野。一個就係，雖然你就用擺咩呢做 focus，背後除左個 balance嘅考慮之外，亦都
要考慮佢嗰個背後嗰個。 
I  : 咁其實如果係每個人都有背後嘅理念去設計呢啲野，但係佢點樣去，其實您地點樣
去 assess？唔好用 assess啦，或者您係點樣知學生佢地 get到幾多，或者佢地學到
幾多野呢？係用到出黎，幫到佢地嘅呢？ 
PC : 你呢個問題呢又似前面個問題姐。即係你問嘅時候就好似好 sensible，都係呀，合
理呀，您點設計架，或者您點評估呀。但如果 talk about 一個 course比較 specifically
就清楚姐。但如果你係 talk about成個 programme，所以你睇返成個 programme啦。
個個 course 咪用緊自己嘅方法囉。 
I : 即係如果係我地嘅 pedagogy呢？ 
PC : 咁你究竟問緊 programme定 course呢？(I:其實都包。) 依加就正正你要自己分開兩
件事。個別 courses當然有佢嘅方式啦，譬如如果你講話即係我地依加 ongoing呢
個。咁我地選擇左幾個主題。講 value，即係個 value and identity，咪同時都係一個
整理成個 pedagogy，所以 eventually要你寫呢個 essay囉。咁其間中間就你地有篇
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短 essay講 value in relation to umbrella movement。你仲記得你寫過篇短文嗎？(I: 唔
好提，真係唔好提。) 咁呢就個又有一個環節，就個 mini lesson study佔左大部份。
因為始終都覺得呢啲所有呢啲都有不同 ideas 都要擺落去。即係你點樣設計一個
pedagogical reasonable，從教學角度 reasonable 嘅 issue-based lesson plan。咁所以咪
有個 mini lesson study囉。咁即係，從個別 course得啲野比較 specific，仲要比較
controllable 個 focus，跟個 assessment都希望 reasonable咁出到。但如果你係講成
個 programme呢，咁真係冇喎。你話冇其實又唔係完全冇，如果我地話冇呢，即大
學同 taxpayers唔收貨喎。嘩！我擺咁多錢係大學，冇。又唔係，點會冇呢。咪就
係個個 course自己做緊。一個最快嘅反應。第二個反應就係話點樣評估個學生得唔
得呀咁，所以咪有呢個，今日依加叫你填個 SLEQ(Student Learning Experience 
Questionnaire) 因為呢個係從大學個層面黎講佢地覺得即係呢啲係一啲 tools或者係
一啲嘅途徑呢去得知學生 general個。即係今日強調，即係嗰個就係成個 programme
唔只一個 programme，而係幾年黎累積嘅經驗。當然嗰個唔係唯一一個 tool，咁仲
有第二啲就係佢你地會睇得我地會睇得到學生係咁多 course上高嘅 evaluation。即
綜合黎睇。簡單來說，其實頭先你嘅問題都幾難，因為要 put together成個 programme
去 evaluate或者去評估學生 assessment我地頭先話學生做唔做到。個別 course,例如
TP。TP你做得幾好︳但係咪代表你成個 BEd programme做得好呢？唔係架，有啲
人，你有啲同學教書原來睇佢教書幾好，但係係第二啲 course未必做得好，甚至
fail又有架喎。 
I : 咁問返你個人少少嘅意見啦。咁其實……(PC:以上全部都代表個人意見。) 即係一
啲唔使咁睇成個大 programme，即您作為呢個 programme其中一個 instructor，其實
您想 equip嘅或者您想我地成為一個點樣嘅 LS teacher。即係您覺得讀完四年啦，
您 expect我地成為具備啲咩 quality嘅 teachers？ 
PC : 我估好重要一樣野我自己覺得。嗰個，即係今日講嘅嗰個 awareness。即係你係咪
即 aware你學過嘅一啲野。即係呢種 awareness好重要。即係你 aware你識啲咩野，
即係其實今日一個好核心你地用啲時間，以至再用啲野畫個 mind map嗰舊野好重
要。其實係 partly你可以諗返我講野點理解。你要識得知道自己識得咩野。知道自
己可以做得幾好啲野，咁呢個其一，第一個層次。但有啲人唔知架嘛，有啲人…你
要區分開，有啲人做到，但唔知自己做到。或者其實已經幾好，但唔知自己原來已
經幾好。咁其實你咁問，對一個 professional黎講呢，其實係咪做到就夠呢？還是
應該好似我岩岩咁講其實佢應該要知道自己係呢一方面做得幾好。咁先至會係一個
more professional嘅一個 practice囉。咁所以要區分得好，其中一個層次。另一個層
次，佢知道自己有啲野係繼續繼續 working on嘅，意思即係咩，即係話佢知道自己
有不足嘅地方同時佢已經係繼續嘗試改善緊。(嘗試改善) 咁呢個都係一個
awareness嘅問題。即係唔係一個咁簡單單純識亦或唔識。佢知道自己係識識地，
但未知道晒，但我都知道再跟人學都已經唔係一個唔係最重要啦，因為都完啦。亦
都因為更加關鍵自己係咪繼續不斷追隨追求嗰個盡善某個 aspect。呢個又要識得分
開黎，就唔係成日都話，我唔知點做。我唔識做架！我唔係做得幾好呢。係，你唔
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係做得幾好，但你 what’s next?即你……(I:即係唔可以停留係到) 搵唔搵到一啲改善
嘅途徑呢？that’s why我問 something you still work on。咁然之後層次係有啲野。你
都係人姐，未能夠同時 handle咁多野。咁就係所以有啲野你地知道你地係唔得嘅、
唔知嘅、唔識嘅。不過我依加冇時間繼續落下，但冇咩需要，即你都知道我有咁嘅
需要做多啲呢啲野不過依加冇時間，或者依加未係排係一個高優次。咁你至少會，
唔會好似某啲人咁好快覺得呢啲冇用嘅，個啲冇用嘅。咁其實，坦白講，常常有呢
種心態嘅人呢其實好危險嘅。因為佢太快將，太快將某啲佢依加 handle唔到，太快
將佢一啲應該覺得佢唔使用啦，咁咪冇用囉。你點知你將來呢？你點知唔使用嘅
呢？你未需要諗好遠嘅將來，如果覺得個樣野會係個好嘅課堂都應該有呢啲野呀。
咁不過你同時 handle唔到咁多，同時未必即刻學到野，但你至少知道個樣野係有需
要嘅，係好嘅。呢個又係另一個層次，我知道有啲野我需要做但係現在我未做得到。
甚至乎冇時間係呢件事上高進修或者去考慮，呢到已經幾樣好唔同嘅野。咁我就覺
得你 as一個 educated嘅 person, as一個係即 finish左 initial teacher programme嘅人，
即如果純粹講用 teaching黎講做例子，即係佢能唔能夠區分到呢幾樣野呢？以致到
佢能夠繼續好 confident咁即係去擁有佢能夠做得到嘅野，繼續咁好 persistent咁去
學一啲佢未做得好但佢知道要去改善嘅野。但都好 patient咁知道有啲我依加唔識
嘅，個啲野 once佢唔識，係個課堂裏面係有缺陷嘅，係一定係有 disadvantage架啦。
舉個例，即係暫時 handle得唔好個啲 misbehaviour，即係啲學生真係搞唔掂。但係
如果你好似係依件事上高我知道要去學識處理，但個優次唔係搞個啲野。咁但係好
明顯啦，once step into the classroom你唔識處理呢啲紀律問題，你就一定有
disadvantage甚至乎如果差啲會即係令到自己好麻煩。咁又係但係你有冇咁嘅
patient去忍耐自己有啲野未係未有機會去做，去學到或者去做得好。咁呢幾個層次
我自己覺得對一個即使係依加受訓中或者叫做……我地叫做依加你差唔多啦個
programme但都係一個 young teacher黎嘅姐，但我自己覺得但起碼要具備呢啲咁嘅
perspective囉。睇自己呀、睇人地呀，睇佢對自己個 awareness囉。有冇自覺，自
己不同層面嘅知識。咁我咁你會發覺我呢個講法呢，可能一方面係岩岩上完堂，即
係我用左呢個思路去回應你。但另一方面亦都可以係我估你唔係期望數返晒即…好
具體一定要知嘅，我期望一個老師要知嘅，即係譬如 communication skill啦，又例
如好基本嘅 presentation skill，你個人企出黎，如果你企得黎畏首畏尾咁，好
unconfident咁，又或者再具體講，你地班好似冇嘅。有一兩個成堂都企係角落頭，
做咩姐你。即係其實痴住個教師枱，即 teacher’s desk，匿係張枱後面，咁係講到野，
但你已經比人一個印象即係你唔 presentable唔 confident。咁呢啲咁囉。咁你話呢啲
係咪重要？重要！咁但係我估你唔係想數晒呢啲，一黎數唔盡，二黎都唔係要數。
但我估係講一啲 more like 背後再基本啲嘅。 
 
